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Mr. WALGREN. It does affect our deficit situation, though..
Mr. CARPENTER. In that it could go back into the U$ Treasury,

do you mean, sir? '
. Mr. WALGREN. Yes,
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN. I wanted to explore-c-how they are going to give you

this grade. How do they measure that grade? It. has to be on some
thing other than the good will between the field officer and the
personnel involved in that.

Mr. CARPENTER. Right.
Mr. WALGREN. What are you, as a student, asked to produce to

the field officer for that grade?
Mr. CARPENTER.. Well, there is every attempt made by the De

partment ofEnergy to make it an objective.iquantifiable, measura
ble series of activities.

They do count, they ask us to count the number of publications,
the number of invention disclosures, the number of patent applica
tions, the number of workshops. Are they up or down?

Ms. Joseph mentioned the IR 100 Awards. That is an element
that we are graded on,

I am happy to say that we have just learned that we got five IR
100 Award-e-we had five IR 100 Award winners this year. That is
yet to be announced by the IRLorganization. But those are things,
and there are several dozen things that we are measured on.

And, of course, there is, finally, some subjective element as well.
Mr. WALGREN. I wonder if you could give the Congress some

guide to how you would measure other technology transfer efforts
if you were in the position of taking a snapshot, and that is essen-
tially what you're involved in in Congress-- .

Mr. CARPENTER. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN [continuing]. What aspects would you take a snap

shot of?
Mr. CARPENTER. Licenses placed and royalties generated are, if

they are well-negotiated placements, are a fair indication, I believe,
sir, of the commercial value of the activity that is taking place.

There are others as well. You are, perhaps, oversimplifying a
little bit, but those are a couple of.the things I would look at par
ticularly.

Mr. WALGREN. Then we look at the history of these other Federal
laboratories. In terms of royalties, here is Oak Ridge developing 70
percent of the royalties over the last.e number of years, 'and ·the
other Federal laboratories are zeroing out. .

Mr. CARPENTER. I am not acquainted with those figures. Those
were figures that Mr. Constant gave you. But I can' say that, al-·
though we believe that we do a great job of technology creation
here, there are other laboratories that are very competitive and
the technology yield is very significant out of those laboratories; I
cannot speak to the 70-percent figure, sir.

Mr. WALGREN: It .is .rny understanding that the numbers are
pretty dramatic, and I wish there were a way to follow up on it to
try to tell what differently is done under these circumstances than
is done elsewhere. The ability to grant these patents; we are almost
close to having that authority in DOE now. DOE could give you a
blanket advance patent authority if they wanted to at this point.
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So, there is nothing in the .law 'that is stopping them from doing
that. In fact, that certainly was the thrust if not the letter of the
President's directive. Is that true?

Mr. CARPENTER. Yes; you are speaking of the Executive order in
February of 1983? Yes, sir.

Mr. WALGREN. And it still hasn't happened. You still come before
the Congress saying that you have commercial people walking
away from you .because you are unable to do for them in terms of
assurances in that area what they feel necessary to develop. that
niche.

Mr. C.ARPENTER. We will be able to be a lot more productive
when we do get some general ownership of the patents, sir, yes.

Mr. WALGREN, It would be interesting to measure the-if we do
get that authority; it would be interesting to measure the post- as
opposed to the preexperience--

Mr. CARPENT.ER. Yes, it will.
Mr. WALGREN. I hope you look at that in some way that you can

tell us that something. really good happened when that happened
so that we can know that that was a policy worth-developing.

Mr. CARPENTER. There will be no modesty about that, Mr. Wal
gren. [Laughter.]

Mr.WALGREN. But again I would . like to emphasize that it is
your feeling, and broadly held; that DOE can give you that author
ity now, that there is nothing more for them to wait for except
their own inertia.

Mr. CARPENTER. 1.wouldn't use the word inertia. It is a-I can
appreciate that it isa large change that must be approached with
great deliberation, but-we see no intrinsic inhibitor for going
ahead, you know, right.

Mr. WALGREN. I see.
As I understand it, Argonne is building in a separate corporate

structure just for technology transfer. I suppose within yourcorpo
ration you are .the separate corporate structure at that point, or
your office. It really doesn't happen without that.

Mr. CARPENTER. Somebody has to own the patent. That must be a
legal entity.

Mr. WALGREN..Lsee-So thatis why they are setting it up 'at a
separate corporate--

Mr. CARPENTER. Well, I believe we are going to hear from them.
That is one reason why we decided to separately incorporate our
subsidiary of Martin Marietta Energy Systems so they could be a
property holder as a corporation.

Mr. WALGREN. I see. So it wasn't so much the focus at that point
that you .were after but the legal entity for holding?

Mr. CARPENTER, Both, Yes.
Mr. WALGREN. Do you see any insurmountable obstacles in the

reservations, that DOE has raised with Martin Marietta to get this
blanket patent policy in place? ,.

Mr. CARPENTER, No, sir, I don't; I don't see any insurmountable
issues, unlessthere are some-that I've 'been made unaware of, or
unless their position .is-e-now, you know we've not had the opportu
nity to negotiate directly with DOE headquarters. Butinterms of
the party we are negotiating with, Oak Ridge Operations, we think
we've got all the issues knocked down.
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Mr. WALGREN. Is that right?
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. WALGREN. And you are not expecting much resistance at

headquarters level at that point? . .
Mr.' CARPENTER. I don't know,--
Mr. WALGREN. Maybe that is an unfair question. I don't mean to

get involved in your negotiations. I just would hesitate or would
not want to take the opportunity to raise the focus of our record
something which then later. on becomes some terrible stumbling
block that could have been removed by someone knowing that this
committee and those involved in the Congress are very interested.
in seeing this happen. .

Mr. CARPENTER. I don't know of any issues where there is funda
mental disagreement. The issue of conflict of interest that webe
lieve we are clean on, the interest of Iiabilityto the Government,
we believe that we can put them in a good position.

The third issue, of cost of administering the program, we believe
the Government is already in the control position on that, in that,
you know, theyauthorize our contract expenditures and can limit
us in many ways. So, I don't see anything that we are heading for
trouble on that I know of. It is just a matter of completing it.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, we are very interested in your progress and
I want it to be clear to those that are involved in DOE's aspect in
this, that there will be direct public concern how they dispose of
this. And by that I mean they are not going to be making that deci
sion and no one is going to think about it again. If it doesn't
happen, there are those in Congress who will be asking publicly
why it didn't happen. And we don't want simple closed mindedness
to prevent something from happening that ought to happen in the
public interest.

Well,tharik you very much, Madam Chairman.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Walgren and Mr.Carpen

ter. Thank you.
We~ish you well.
Dr.Harvey Drucker is our next witness. Dr. Drucker is the As

sistant Director of the Argonne National Laboratory, which is out
side of Chicago. Among his responsibilities, which. are many, are
technology transfer related activities at the lab.

We certainly appreciate your making the trip, Dr. Drucker.. I
hope everyone has given you a good dose of southern hospitality.
And since your appearance gives us a DOE laboratory frame of ref
erence, we are especially happy. to have you here. Please proceed
with your testimony. Your complete statement will be made-part of
the record. You may .summarize.as you wish.

STATEMENT OF DR. HARVEY DRUCKER, ASSOCIATE LABORATO·
RY DIRECTOR, BIOMEDICAL •AND ENVIRONMENTAL RE
SEARCH, ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY, ARGONNE, IL

Dr. DRUCKER. First off, I should point out that Argonne is a Gov
ernment-owned contractor-operatedlaboratory in which a universi
ty, the University of Chicago,is the contractor; a not-for-profit or
ganization is the contractor;
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Argonne is involved ill four kinds of activities that we hope will
lead to technology transfer. As of July I, all those were combined
into one office, which we call ARTECH, which reports to me.

The four kinds of activities are major initiatives. These are ac
tivities that involve an entire industry, industrial contacts, contacts
involving single companies, patent development and dispersal, not
just the making of a patent but gettingit to the marketplace.

Education and aid to staff into small businesses and inventors in
our area relative to the process of technology transfer. In about
three of these cases a vehicle is needed for the facile dissemination
of technology;. for example, it's not just enough to have an inven
tor, you have to have an entrepreneur. You have to be able to
move the technology from a gleam in the eye to commercial proc
ess. And that requires someone who knows something about the
business. of business.

Let me briefly discuss our activities.
In major initiatives,w"e have been party to development of two,

one involving the steel industry, and one involving the off-road ve
hicle industry. Off-road vehicles are agricultural vehicles and vehi
cles used in heavy construction. The process used on both of these
is about the same, so I will go through it just very briefly.

Essentially,' Argonne upper management has contacted in both
cases ..upper management of the respective industries and deter
mined that there was a need, an economic need, that is, that these
people felt, the management felt that breakthroughs in research
would lead to new competitive edges for these industries. After this
a series of workshops or meetingsof working groups were held. In
order to layout specific research that could be done-pardon me.
In order to advise Argonne and other participants, I should say,
that Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the National Bureau of
Standards, and university laboratories have been involved in these.

These workshops essentially layout what the industry is doing
and what they think might be of benefit to them in terms of re
search programs and provide a first cut at what the laboratories
involved think they can do in terms of ameliorating problems.
Based on this, a steering group was set up. The steering group sets
priorities and essentially decides what research proposals should be
written. Proposals have been written and with some luck research
and development begins.

In the case of the steelissue, we believe we are, hopefully, fiscal
year 1986 away from startup. In the case ofoff-road initiative, we
are at the point where the steering committee is meeting and de-
ciding what proposals should be produced. .

In the area Of industrial contacts, Argonne and many other na
tional laboratories have been involved in the Industrial Research
Institute. Through this vehicle, Vie have held two major confer
ences, one called Spotlight on Argonne; one in the area of materi
als, materials conference involved Argonne and a number of uni
versities. In the written testimony you will find further mention of
what we have done, so I won't go through it here.

On an individual basis, that is contacts by staff, or contacts by
companies to staff, we have had some 60 contacts over the past 3
years. Those are the ones we know about that resulted in some
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form of action: a proposal from the laboratory to the industry, a
proposal from the industry to the laboratory.'· ,

In the area of patent development and' dispersal, Argonne pro
duces some 50 invention reports per year resulting in some 35 pat
ents per year. We, at the moment, are in the process of trying to
develop a vehicle whereby the University of Chicago would get
blanket waiver to patents that we feel may have some market. .

As such, we really needed a system, such that we could-go
through our invention reports and patents and pick those that
have some degree of marketability. We developed a system called
the ASPIREsystem, and Lthink that in itself says something about
how we feel about intellectual property. It stands for the Argonne
System for Patent and Invention Report Evaluation. However, it
also shows we have a lot, of physicists, because physicists love-aero-
nyms like that... . '' " ,0"

What ASPIRE did was take about 150 patents and through its
process select about 40 for first cut, which we, .hope to cut to about
6,or 12 that \ViII go to, when the AR-CH Corporation is created, to
AR-CH.

The ASPIRE process, very simply, consists of peer evaluation' of
invention, for two things: one, feasibility, and, two, market. We ask
the peer reviewers to tell us if at all possible ifthey see otherap
plications of the invention. And I should say to this committee that
in many cases the applications that an inventor .sees are not the
most important applications of an invention.

It .took some 20 years for the laser to do, what people in com,
mercewanted it to do; that is, to make money. And its application
is, at your, friendly local drug store and super market, an applica
tion probably that the .inventors of the laser would have never
imagined, ' , " ' ,"

After this review, all patent reports, all invention reportsare
subject to review by upper management, an invention review panel
which, consists of all the associate laboratory directors, the director
of the laboratory, and our key-pardon me, a number of 'senior
technical staff. And final recommendations are made as to what
will be done; for example, will the university seek waivers, should
we request that the inventor do something further, are there indus-
tries we should advise? ,,', " , ".' "

In the area of education and aid, we 'have a number of people
both within Argonne and outside the. Argonne community who are
interested in development of invention to commercial practice. We
felt that a clearinghouse was needed in which people could obtain
information on things like the small business innovation research
program, both the Federal program and, ill our, case, there ,i.E; a
state program, information about SBA loans, Small Business Ad
ministration loans, information. about how one goes about starting
businesses, and, further, a place where they could seek some help,
some aid, some counsel from people who have something to do with
processes of technology transfer. ',. '

All this now leads me, hopefully, to a short description of'the
AR-CH COrp. That stands for Argonne-Chicago COrp. Starting'
under the aegis ,of Stevenson-Wydler and the Dole-Bayh bill of
1980, we began a process of negotiation with the Chicago Oper
ations Office of DOE, relative to obtaining a blanket waiver for the
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Universityof OhicagormArgonne inventions. '!'his ·process went
very well. And,' approximately In thee, summer of last year, we
worked out all policies and procedures that we-felt needed to be
worked out.

They were brought to Washington and there' was agreement in
principle that we were ready to move, whereupon the Dole bill of
1984 passed. And we're .really not sure exactly what we will be
facing. We 'are now reading the regulations which I understand

.from this meeting should be coming soon. .
In the process of waiting for these regulations, we've gone ahead

with the development of the AR~OHOorp.Simply, it takes patents
and intellectual property from both the University of Chicago and
Argonne National Laboratories. The University of Chicago is pro
viding financial support to this organization. Argonne will be pro
viding payment-in-kind, lawyers, Xerox machines, accountants.
This' intellectuaLproperty will be-essentially the stock in trade, this
plus the .inventors, hopefully, will be the stock in trade of AR-OH.
We hope to obtain interest on the part of two different sets of
people, the investment community and industry, in AR-CH proper
ties. From this interest, we hope further research or development
will be done, as appropriate, yielding licenses, yielding new busi-
nesses., ~

Letmejust stop for a minute and give you avery short personal
precis Onwhat I see as the issues in this area.
_ First of all, I don't think it is enough myself just to reward the

inventor. You have to reward every part of the system. Because I
can assure you, as a scientist and an 'administrator, that the
system can be a very frustrating thing to work with if (me is not
really assured that doing a good job on technology transfer is going
to result in some form of award or recognition.

Second, I think there is a need for long-term policies and prac
tices in this field. You can't keep changing. That is a source of
utter frustration to the laboratories, and, worse, it is a source of
frustration tothe inventors. . ....

Thave heard university inventors say, "I am never going to file
for a patent again. They just keep changing rules on me and poli
cies, practices, da da da da." That is exactly what you don't wantto
have happen. So, it is very, very important that we want to have
consistent long-term policies and practices in this field,

Third, inventions, that is, hardware, are not the only things that
national labs and inventors are now wont to do. They occasionally
come up with .software that can be the basis for new processes,
process controls, new ways of juggling computers. At this point
there is no protection as far as DOE, and the national labs are con
cerned, That is, there is no copyright granted to such software. If
industry is to. become interested in"further development of software
generated by national labs, it appears to me anyway that some-
thing needs to be done in that particular area. ,. .

We..also need to recognize that there is a fair amount of advice
and counsel .that we present, and inventors of all kinds, or scien
tists present to industry. Much of this" goes unnoticed. We are
trying, as a national lab, to notice it and to award it, but it should
be made mention of more than by just Argonne management.
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Finally, one should rec?gnize, in any setof policies and practices,
that the national labs are all' very different creatures. Some are
more applied, soine arernore basic.iSome .measure their success in
terms of publications, in terms of members in the National Acade
my of Science, in terms of potential Nobel laureates, some in terms
of patents and in terms of profitability-pardon me, in terms of
technologies developed. Both missions are commensurate with the
nation needs, and both need to ,be recognized. And any policy you
make should really encompass the needs of both sorts of institu
tions.

Thank you. ."
[The prepared statement of Dr. Drucker follows:]
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t, INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, technology transfer -at Argonne National Laboratory has

involved four functionally different but related activities. These are:

A. Research programs involving other national laboratories, a broad cross-

section of a given industrial sector, and federal agencies. I will refer to these as "major

initiatives."

B. Contacts.wtth single private companies, initiated by Argonne staff or by the

corporate personnel which may/may not result in tangible research projects. I will refer

. to .these as "lndustrfalcontects,"

C. Patent development and dispersal. This involves a process, called ASPIRE

(Argonne-System for Patent and Invention Report Evaluation), of patent analyses

developed and deployed at Argonne for the past year. We are in the process of

'developing a not-for-profit ccrpcrettonaas recommended by the Dole Amendment of

1984, for the' purposes of facilitating commercial development of Argonne inventions.

I will refer' to this as the AR-CH Corporation (Argonne!Universityof Chicago

Corporation).
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D. Education and informal advice and counsel to staff and the small business

community relative to the prccessfes) of technology development and transfer•. I will

refer to this as "Education and Aid."

In the body of this testimony,.! will describe the organization, purposes, and status

of these .activities. I will also present my personal vlews on the Issues and opportunities

for institutions such as Argonne and the U.S. Department of Energy Inherent in the

transfer of technology, and the potentlaf.benerlts and problemsthat may accrue tothe-,

public and private sector as this process of making discovery into new products an.d,·

services unfolds.

n. ORGANIZATIONFORTECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AT.ARGONNE NATIONAL
LABORATORY .

As of July'I, 198.5,all of th~·i~hnology transfer activities at ANL have been

centralized in one office (Figure 1), referred to as the Argonne Technology Transfer

Office (ARTECH). This office reports to one of the four associate laboratory directors

assigned major technical program responsibilities--in this case the Associate Laboratory

Director for Biomedical and Environmental Research, Harvey Drucker. If and when the

AR~CH Corporation comes into being, I (Harvey Drucker) would serve as liaison between

the Director of the Corporation relative to patents and invention reports considered to

be of potential commercial value by Argonne.: All of these activities, Includingthose

involving AR-CH Corporation interaction, will be overviewedby the Laboratory

Director, Alan Schrleshelm.

m. FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AT ARGONNE

A. Maior Initiatives

Argonne has been ~volved in two initiatives Involving major sectors of

American industry, other national laboratories, and government. It appears to our staff
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and our colleagues from ether-Involved Instltutlcns that such programs, focused on

technical issues of general concern to the industrial participants, may be of benefit to all

involved. In particular, these programs may permit:

• Facile dlssemination'of newly developed techniques, methodologies, and apparatus to

the concerned industry for specific eppllcatton to the products/actlvtttes 01 individual

compenles wlthln the industry,

• Appreciation 'of industrial problems and perceptions by the Involved.national

laboratories.

A number of actions will, we hope, encourage the flow of discovery to

commercial practice. In example, we expect that reports and publications will advise all

participants: of status of individual technical programs; 'Appropriate policies <!,nd

practices commensurate with patent protection of invention are in process of

development. Staff of industrial participants may work a~<Argonne and at other involved

national laboratories, and national laboratory staff may spend time at facilities of

involved companies.

The two present examples of major initiatiy~s involve the steel industry and
...........",

the -off-road vehicle industry. _The steel initiative is well along-and Dr. John Roberts of

our Laboratory will be presenting testimony relative to this initiative to the Energy

Development and Applications Subcommittee and Science Research and Technology

Subcommittee on Wednes~ay, July 17, 1985. If desired, we will be glad to provide copies

of this testimony at a later date.

Briefly, the initiative involves a number of companies (Bethlehem, LTV,

National Steel, ARMCO, U.S. Steel, and Inland Steel), three national facilities (Argonne

and Oak Ridge National Laboratories and the National Bureau of Standards) and the

Federal Government. Specific technical proposals have been prepared by participants for

funding in FY 1986. A split of 80% government funds/20% lridustrfal funds will be
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employed.end-federalfunding has been proposed, at the level of $6M for Department of

Bnergy-Conservatjon and $2.lI-M fer National Bureau of Standards by the' House Science

and TechllologyCommittee,.'Subsequently, the House Appropriations: Subcommittee of

the Interior appropriated SIOMfor theDepertment of Energy, which we .belleve has been

confirmed bythe, full Committee•

.The off~road initiative-is in an earlier stage of development. It.began with

contacts between.Laboratory management and technical staff and the management end

staf.tof,companies involved in the producncnof vehtctes involved in agriculture and

construction. A wcrkshop..fntended to describe general problems and research

potentially capable of solving such problems, was held at Argonne on March 13..,14, 1985. -

A steering,committee, which mey.conslder the next round of. specific

recommendations and actions, includes representatives from the following industrial

crganlzatlcnss DICKEY-john, Ford,John Deere, J.I~.Case, Vickers, FIEI (Farm Industry:.

Equipment Institute), and CIMf'.: (Construction' Industry.Manufacturing Association).

National laboratory, and-federal agency partlclpents are: Argonne.Natlonat Laboratory,

Ames Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy, National Bureau of Standards, and

Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

We expect,in the future, that ARTECH will.serveas a focal point for

information and exper-tise in developmerrt ot major initiatives and, in so-doing, encourage

staff to be involved in/initiate new ventures of t~is sort.

B. Corporate Contacts

Prior to development of ARTECH, Argonne's activities ln.technology

transfer, were reported and, in many cases, initiated by its Office of Industry Interaction

and Technology Transfer tonrr), This Office sought to fulfi.ll rts funcnon by

(1) Outreach--contacts with Industry-groups Involving Argonne

management and staff. In some cases, conferences were held to

acquaint industry with Argonne capabilities and to advise Argonne of

industrial research and problems.
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(2) Specific Industr lalccntacta initiated and/or'reported'by'OTITTor

requests from specific companies !o Argonne for Information; 'These

may involve specific research efforts funded by a particular company

:and/orstaff exchange between Argonne and the specific company.

In the area of outreach, Argonne is involved with the Industrial Research

Institute (IRI), an organization that seeks to facilitate contacts between national

laboratories and industry through publications, 'laboratory visits, and informational

exchanges with government on issues/opportunities in technology transfer.' The industrial

composition of the IRI Task Force instrumental in the development of the above

activities isprovided in Table I.

Argonne has held a number of conferences/meetings with industry. Two

examples are "Spotlight" on Argonne and theHllnols Materials Conference.

Organizations participating in "Spotlight"on Argonne are given in Table 2. It may be of

some interest to note that Ij.l industrial firms attended "Spotlight" on Argonrie; of the 1j.1,

25 were involved in further joint meetings/collaborations/proposed research efforts with'

the Laboratory.

The Illinois Materials Conference involved seven Illinois universities;

Argonne, and seven private companies in its planning and preparatton.v The Conference,

held in OCtober of 1983, was attended by 186 people, approximately half from industry

and half from participating institutions. Again, a number offollow-on activities

involving Argonne and attending companies resulted.

Relative to specific- industrial contacts. some 60 companies have either

initiated meetings with Argonne 'staff or have been contacted by Argonne staff relative

to matters in technology transfer. Since these actions and their sequelae are recorded in

Argonne reports to-the U.S. Department of Energy as required by the Technology

Transfer Act of-1980 (P.L. 96-1j.80),1 will not provide detail here.
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In the.future; ARTECr:lwIll serve: as a "clearing house" for all information;

contacts, end.dollcw-up ectlone involving:corporate contacts, We expect' to' be able to

"match" Industrialrequests' and interests-with Argonne capabilities/intellectual property

and to be able to- follow elj.contacts from inception through conclusion;

C. Patent. Development -and Dispersal'

Argonne staff produce an everage cr-as patent applications and 50 invention';

reports per year. In the past, these inventions-were processed throughthe U.S:

Department of Bnergy, and were primarily focused-on energy production, ufifizaflonycr

conservation. With the passage of the Stevenson-wydler Act {P.L. 96-4-80> and the ,1980

Bayh-Dcle Act (P.L.96-.517), the Laboratory felt that some sort of review process, whlch.

would provide a first cutat commerclal-feaslbllltycnew application, and-marketability 0'£

an invention, was required if Argonne's Contractor, The University cr'Cblcago, were to

seek title to the invention. In the summer of 1983, the ASPI~E"process,VJasinitiated.

Briefly, ASPIRE requires that all invention reports' be analyzed bypeer

review; the peers are selected on the basis of their knowledge in the field of the

invention but, their identity is not revealed to the inventor. Peers are asked to comment

on feasibility, state of epproprtate prior and present, art, market for the invention as

described, and potential new applications for revealed 'concepts. Inventions are then

prioritized by reviewers and staff assigned more permanent responsibility for ASPIRE.

Category I-inventions are thoseccnsldered.worthy of further' development (University of

Chicago should seekwaiver, Inventor should.consider suggested new applications, etC.>;

Category II are those which do not appear, based on feasibility,marketability, or limited

application, appropriate for further effort on the part of University of 'Chicago or the

Laboratory, All lnverrtlons are presented toa PatentReview Board, consisting of the

Laboratory 'Director, Patent Counsel, the AssociateLaboratory Directors, ASPIRE staff,

and other senior technical staff as appropriate. This group decides further action <seek
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.waivers, .attempt. further technical developmentndlscerd) ali.both category "I and

CategoryIl patents and invention reports,': Theproposed.vehlcle for further-development

of inventions in Category, l'(the AR-CH,Corporation) :willbe described .Iater- in -thla

document,'. Category Il inventions' can be waived to.the inventor, further. developed by

the U,S. Department-ofEnergy, or. discarded. Records-of all invention reports. patents,

and ASPIRE- reports are rnalntalned for reference.

The AS~IRE process has reviewed, some 150 patents and invention reports in

the pastl.5 months. :These analyses covered inventions from 1983 to present. About 40

of these inventions were selected for further development, grouped as to fields of

application, and, descriptions provided to interested institutions/individuals. A further

review process is underway which will result in some 6-12 inventions selected as first

choices for commercialization.

D. Education-and Aid

A number of Argonne staff, area small businesses,: and technical

professionals outside Argonne have demonstrated interest, in vehicles for technology

development such-as federal and state Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)

Programs, small business Ioaneyflrms offerlng financial or technical aid, etc. ItIs

difficult-for a single individual to find all relevant information hone place. <We will

provide, within the offices of ARTECH, a readtngrccm containing .eppllcetlon forms for

SBIRs, SBAJoans, reports,'magazines,'reference.rhaterials appropriate for this purpose.

The ARTECHstaff will be available to provide information as appropriate to interested

parties, ,We hope, through this activity, to encourage Inventors with entrepreneurial

interests in further development of their invention. It should be noted, inthisregard;

that institutional analyses ofinventions does net necessarilyselect for commercial

success. Fervid inventors, in many cases; have turned inventions that appeared as little

more 'than curlosttteslnto industries.
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IV. A PROPOSED VEHICLE FOR TECHNOLOGX TRANSFER. 1HE AR-CH
CORPORATION

After passage of tbeBayh-Dote Act (PoL. 96-517) which allowedTh~ Universit}/~f

Chicago to seek waivers to selected inventions, Argonne and The University of Chicago

staff and counsel entered into negotiation with the U.S. Department of Energy·Chicago

Operations staff and counsel to develop appropriate pollcy and practices for a blanket

patent wai~er t~ "Theuniversity. 'A fir'~t' set of mutually acceptable guidelines were

presented to relevant Depa~'~'~ntof Energy Headquarters staff in the 'fall of 1984 and

were all well received. Immediately after this presentation, the Dole Act (P.L.98-620).

was passed which provided for patent waivers to non-profit contractors of government

owned, contractor:'oper~tedfacilities. Specific regulations for the Act were to be

provided later.

I~:the interim between bill passage and regulation, Argo~ne and its Contractor

decided to continue devel~pnient of vehicles and practices approp~i-';'te to th~

development of Argonne inven'ti~ns. 'in"particular, a proposal was made to'The"'tiniversl"ty
of Chicago desc'ribing a not-for~~~ofit corporation whi~h wiil undert~e further'

development of inventions from both Argonne and The U~iversity. This propos;lf'~a~"

accepted for'iurth~r consideration. The proposed corporation is cail~d'AR:"CH ,/

(Argcnne/Unlverslty of Chicago Corporation). 'Th~ corporate purpose is to apply

invention/discovery-at The University of Chicago and Argonne National Laboratory to

the devel~pment of commerci~i·technolo~i~~~.'Any financi~1 profit deriv~d"from this

purpose will b~ returned to' The University andior Argonne for purposes appropriate to

their missions, to inventors, and to the "agenciesinv~I~~d in funding/expediti~g this
v, .

process of technology transfer.

The organization proposed for AR~CH is provided in Figure 2. At thi~;poi~t~The

University has indicated that it will provide funds to the Corporation for 3~.5 years.
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Argonne wlllprcvlde.servlce arid In-kind aid tornce, uae of office equiprnent,setvices of

support staff such as attorneys, accountants, etc.), Argonne's contributions will be

recorded and costed at,.full-cost recovery rates, as will The University of Chicago

contributions. A search for an appropriate director is underway, and a potential Board of

Directo~s for AR;.CH has been suggested. This Board will incI"!de the Director of

Argonne and the ~ice President for Research of The University of Chicago in addition to

other individuals knowledgeable in various aspec:ts,of technology development, finance,

and commercialization.

We expect that application wiU be made to the State of Illinois seeking not-for

profit status for AR.-CH. It is.also our expectation that all policies and procedures of

AR-CH will be commensurate with all relevant legislation and regulation and with~~7

policy and practices of the U.S. Department of Energy. Since the beginning of this

concept, a useful dialogue between all concerned parties (U.S. Department of Energy,

Argonne National Laboratory, and The University of Chicago) has been maintained, and
',' \' ,

we are confident that this dialogue will continue during the course of further

developr:nent of the AR-CH concept.

At some point in the near future, after selection of ~~e AR-CH Director, its

Board, and official incorporation of the organization, AR..,CH Corporation should begin

operations. .Its stock-in-trade will be rigorously selected patents and invention reports

from both The University of Chicago and Argonne•. Initial customers will be industries

, and elerrients of the investment community interested in the AR-CH set of intellectual

_. property•. In some cesesy fureher funds wi~l be-sought from these parties to convert ideas

to' practice, provide further market analyses, develop new aP?licatio~sof Invention, In

some cases, the invention maybe app,ropriatefor mo.re immediate deployment through

license to Interestedconcerns,' We would expect thatne,w companies may be formed as

joint ventures-between AR-CH and industrial/investment community partners where

appropriate. /
/
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/,
I The proposed AR..;CH enterprise will provide, we believf' an appropriate avenue

.for commercial development of federally financed invention. htsoperations will, we
I .
i believe, fulfill the intent and letter of public policies and law seeking the development of

" 'i new American industries.

.;i-
v. ISSUESAND OPPORTUNITIES: A PERSONAL· VIEW

u

There are probably as many approaches to the transfer and development of

federally funded invention as there are federally funded inventions. It would therefore

be presumptuous of me to suggest that I possess "the way to new American Industry.u cr

that I represent In my opinion and-views those of the "management and staff of Argonne

National Laboratory and its Ccntractorj-The University of Chicago. I therefore speak

only for myself based on my personal experiences at Argonne and at Battelle Pacific

Northwest Laboratories involving invention development and technology transfer/To put

this in perspective,'! have spent plecesend parts of perhaps four years in such pur-suit-e

not a basis for major expertise; perhaps, but enough time such thatLhave seen

organizational, technical, and institutional devices that resulted in "limited success and

failure, and made my own judgements as to what wes'responelbte for what. The following

list lsnot in order of priority.

(a) The path to invention Is.nctnecessarny strewn with fragrant-oils, There is

much pain, time, effort, by a number of people in addition to the Inventcrts).. If ins to

be trod successfully, reward and recognition should be available and provided to all

involved. From those people in government who provided policy and organizational

apparatus to facilitate invention, to laboratory directors, to division directions, to the

group or section in which an inventor dwells; to the inventor. These awards must be

appropriate and sufficient to encourageothers' towards the same process. Benefits may

take different forms:' plaques tc admtnlstratcrs, research funds for new-development to

54~280 0- 86 ~, 4
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divisions, .groups, departmentsInvolved in -invention, financial awards based on

profitability of Inventlcn.to the inventor, etc; Regardless of-form, however, a clear

signal should be given: We want research organizationsto consider-invention and

technology transfer leading to new American industries as part of their, reason for

existence.

(b) It takes a very long time togo from, gleam in the eye of-Inventor to gold.

Further, whatJooks)ikegoldmay not be, and trash can occasionally become platinum

through processes ill-defined. ,This is by ,way'of saying that all lnvolved should.not expect

a blizzard of Xeroxes, Zippers, and Mister Coffees emerging from the.natlcnal

Ieboratorles end other federal facilities over any short run. Perhapsa few good valves,

some interesting instruments, a comely material. ',It required some 20 years or so for

lasers to become of commercial significa.nce,and it is doubtful, that many who considered

the laser would have thought that its major role in, American life would be .to Inventcey

canned peaches and, aspirin! Patience is required by,all,:and all, tbose.commodtttes that

go with patience: understanding, good 'will, continued support..

History says-to me.thatthere will be menymore.tehures.then successes and that

small failures will receive, in ~omecasesFmore public attention .than small successes.

There will be some chicanery (unavoidable in primate species); it should be ::lppropriately

discouraged but not used ~a basis Jordestrcylng much that is good and leading to new

and beneficial commerce.

(c) Intellectual property of commercial value c~n take many forms. Patents for

gadgets and processes is but one ,f,?rm. IIIexample.isortware thatcanbe used for process

control, instrument design_ and manufacture, robotic practice, etc.;may bea.base for

new service.enterprlses or. new, more competttlve commerdalpractices. The ttrneand

energy. involved in developing software appears to warrant the same sort of .rewards and

protectlcnlnvolved In gadget and process development• 'To me, .thls means that som,~
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form of copyright protection 'should be provided to new ideas in software, and that there

should be the same sort-of encouragement to transfer software to commercial practice

that there will be for more. traditional inventions•. Advice, counsel, specific research to

solve Industrial problems are also, it seems to me, appropriate vehicles for development

of new practices and processes, even though they may not involve patent, license, direct

profit by institutions or individuals outside a given industry, Again, appropriate

encouragement and reward needs to be developed.

(d) I suggest that all involved leave room for diversity of policies and practices,

No.rwo laboratories are alike in their personnel, their tribal behavior. Latitude should be

given, commensurate with public purpose, perception and need. Please excuse my

pontifications. I have welcomed this opportunity to address this hearing and hope that

my comments are of some value.
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Table 1

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

FEDERAL SCIENCE &TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE
I.R~I./NATioNAL LABORATORY TASK FORCE

Industry Members

Dr. Philip H. Abramowitz

John Blair

James Graham
Donald F. Haeg, Director

Milt Hollander

A~ Jackson

Jared Jackson

Horace N. Lander

Charles K. Leeper

William Prindle

Ora Smith

Harry W. Paxton

Robert H. Pry

Bob Russel

Roland W. Schmitt

Eliot Steinberg

Samuel W.'Tinsley

J. N. Walker

TOm Weyand

Roger L. Whiteley

Vice President & Director of Research &
Development St. Joe Minerals Corp.

Corporate Director of Research, Raytheon
Company

Senior Research Associate, Deere &Company

R. c.: Ingersoll Research Center, Borg Warner
Corporation

Gulf & Western

Robertshaw Control Co.

Rexnor-d , Inc.

Senior Vice President Research ~d
Development, AMAX, Molybdenum Divi~ion

Corporate Vice President, Corporate
Technology" Combustion Engineering, Inc.

Director, Adm. & Tech Services, R&D
Division, Corning Glass Works (IRI Task
Force Co-chairman)

Office of Science &Technology Policy, OEOa

Vice President, Research, U. S. 'Steel
Corporation

Consultant, Technology Vice Chairman (Ret.)
Gould'Inc.

Norton Co.

Vice PreSident, Research & Development,
Gener~l Electric Co.

Manager, ~ember SerVices, Industrial
Research Institute

Director of Corporate Technology, Union
Carbide Corporation .

U. S. Gypsum

St. Joe Minerals

Vice President, Production &' Technology,
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
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Table 2

SPOTLIGHT ON ARGONNE -PARTICIPATING FIRMS

'Subsequent Meeting(s)

2Collabo~ative Effort

3Contract or Proposed, Effort

\-

Air. Products .& Chem. Inc. "

American Cynamid Co.

Amoco Oil _Co. 1

-ARGO Petroleum- Products Co'.'
Armstrong World Industries

'BASF Wyandotte Corp •.~.

Bertrand Goldberg Assoc.

Borg-Warner Research Center't 2

Conoco , Inc.

Climax Molybdenum~Amax'

Deere & Co. f,2

Dow Chemical Co.',2

Dresser Industries

E.l. duPont de Nemours & Co.'

Electrical Union #134

ELTECH Systems Corp.

Engelhard Cor-p; 1

Exxon Res. &Eng. Co.',2

General-Electric Co.',2

Goodyear Tire &Rubber Co.

Gould Inc. 1,2,3

3M1,2

, = 26
2 -= 9
J" J

IITH!

Int'l. Chemicals Corp.l

Kraft, Inc.

Leeds & _NO,rthrup

M & T Chemical

Millikin Research Corp.

Motorola, Inc. 1,2,3

Polystar Ltd.

Proctor & Gamble

Research Corporation

St. Joe Minerals'

SaljasManagement'

Shell DevelopmentCo.1.,2,3

Sperry Research Center

Standard Oil, California"

Standard Oil, Indiana'

Standard Oil, Ohio', 2

Texas Eastern Corp.'

Tosco Corp.'

Union Carbide Corp.'

U.S. Steel Corp.'
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Dr. Drucker. We have certain
ly been anxious to hear your testimony.

Do you see anything that you would-is there anything that you
would recommend, any policies or programs that you would like to
have the Department of Energy to change, that would really help
you in your efforts to establish your corporation or would make it
more feasible and more practical to transfer technology to the pri-
vate sector? .

Dr. DRUCKER. Nothing in particular, save, as I say, it would be of
use to us if, we have, for example,some four different software sys
tems that the inventors would like to see commercialized and feel
that some form of protection, for example, copyrights, would be of
use.

Other than that, we have found that the people we have been
working within DOE have-we have worked very well with them;
we have had no problems.

Ms. LLOYD. Well, the Department of Energyvin their very fine
statement, statedthat they felt that we just needed to implement
our laws, that no additional laws on the books at this point would
be of great benefit. Do you agree with that statement?

Dr. DRUCKER. From my particular perspective and from Ar
gonne's perspective, yes.

Ms. LLOYD. From your testimony I gather you feel a long-term,
consistent, and a streamlined policy would aid in scientists becom
ing more interested in developing technologies. Are there any down
sides to this? .

Dr. DRUCKER. Obviously there is--
Ms. LLOYD. I mean, of any significance that you would like to

comment on?
Dr. DRUCKER. One of the joys of administering everything is that

there are more exceptions than there are rules. We've heard from
various people of problems relative to conflict of interest. In a cul
ture really where you have a lot of single inventors, all of whom to
a certain extent are doing their thing, the possibilities of conflict
are there. They can do all kinds of things without your noticing it.
And one can overload rules and regulations with ways to prevent
that, would be probably, I would bet, unsuccessful.

There are problems relative to people getting so involved with
processes of technology transfer-we haven't had this problem yet;
it's one I hope we have-that they lose sight of the mission of the
laboratory of their particular projects. 'I'hat'slnot a conflict of inter
est, but, indeed, it does affect the sponsor.' And we have got to
watch that. Whether that is a matter of setting rules or whether
that is a matter of appropriate managerial oyerview, I will leave to
you.

Ms. LLOYD. In other words, they can become so involved in their
project that they forget other responsibilities and concerns as well.

Another thing that you mentioned, that you felt that it was
sometimes unfair to reward only one scientist or engineer.

Dr. DRUCKER. That is correct.
Ms. LLOYD. How would you restructure that?
Dr. DRUCKER. Well, in part, let me give you one specific example.

Argonne has set up a system of awards which the PR people call
the Pacesetter Awards, which essentially will allow us to give an
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award to the patent attorney, to the finance person, to a group
leader, to anybody who has been involved in a successful process of
technology transfer. That is not the only thing the awards do. That
is one oftheir major intents, such that someone who aids an inven
tion, even though he or she may not be the inventor, will benefit.
Now, this isn't a big benefit. It's a pin and it's a $500 check which
after taxes comes to $366.42-and like the "Gong Show"-'but it is
still something that says, "We want you to help;" And Ithink it is
going to be helpful in this regard. And it is just one example of
what can be done or should be done, in my opinion:

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Morrison.
Mr. MORRISON. Dr. Drucker, I really appreciate your comments. I

enjoyed particularly your personal vie",s as you included at the
end of your testimony, especially the comment that, "The path to
invention is not necessarily strewn with fragrant oils."

Ms. LLOYD. I marked that one, too.
Mr. MORRISON. We have no one here today from Battelle. I am

delighted with your background and experience there. In fact, it
leads me to the only question I will ask, and that is, since you have
also mentioned in your personal vie",s that there are differences
between claboratories-Uhink you mentioned their tribal behaviour
is different also, which I found interesting-could you contrast for
us your new organizational efforts at Argonne, which I find to be
exemplary, and the procedures that you saw with the groups such
asBattelle Laboratories, And they, too, are making sOlIle changes,
by the way. But I know that you could be an observer of looking at
two different arrangements, to benefit our thinking on this subject.

Dr. DRUCKER. Well, first of all, I think there has-Battelle is, as
you know, a contract research organization, and as a contract re
search organization has tended to do more in the way of mission
oriented applied work. They have tended to award people, not nee
essarily-well, they. don't have that much basic work relative to
Argonne-but not necessarily based solely on publication but on in
vention on successful instances of technology transfer.

Argonne has been, historically, pretty much, save for its Reactor
Development Program, which 1 think has been a very successful
example of technology transfer, a basic research lab in physics, bi
ology, chemistry. As such, its reward system, both formal and in
formal-and I should state for all that the informal system in cul
ture, scientific cultures is as important as a formal. If your col
leagues say, hey, that's great, you just got 20 publications, or, who
cares, you got one patent, OK, that .makes a big difference.

But Argonne has been pretty much, overall, a more basic orient
ed organization. It turns out it has an interest, its staff have an
interest in the development of'intellectual properties. We have in
force.to develop systems-I shouldn't say force, but we have had to
develop systems that would allow them to express that. I think
Battelle has such systems in place. Thatis;one major difference.

Argonne is a little bit freer or more 'capable of awarding its
people in terms of funds, in terms of other sorts of awards than is
Battelle, which, as you know, has a policy of not issuingvor has had
ar-policy-e-this may change__of not issuing bonuses to staff or
awards; to staff.
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Battelle has a longer history of working directlywith industry, of
being able to sit down with them and talk about their problems.
Argonne does not have such a history, but,' it turns out, we are
learning rather quickly how to do that. The vehicles that will mean
success for Battelle and/or for Argonne will be different: Having
worked for both, Lthink they will both be successful, as near as we
can measure, but they will be very different. And the sorts,of
things that will come from them and-the times it takes to get there
will be different.

Mr. MORRISON.. You are making an excellent point, which was
one of your own personal views, these different institutions have to
be treated differently because of their inherent structures and
whathas motivated them throughthe years.

I appreciate this. It has been. most helpful to me. Thank you very
much. ."

Ms. LLOYD. Mr. Walgren... .. .
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
This development of this AR-CH Corp., there are no impedi

mentsto that at this point in law that are. holding you back, in
your judgment? ' .• ..... , ,

Dr. DRUCKER. I cannot answer that question categorically be-'
cause we are still relatively early in development, the process of
looking for a director of the facility; it says it in the written testi
mony, I belieye. We have not resolved all the things between the
University of Chicago, Argonne, an~ DOE that might need resolv
ing. However, ,:,t the moment, it doesn't seem, from what I know,
that we've got any major problems. That doesn't mean that some
won't crop up. This is a new venture for all involved, and, like all
new ventures, I would expect to see some tough sledding here and
there. But, at the moment, I can't see any major problems.

Mr. WALGREN. The University of Chicago's contribution is reim
bursable. in some way from federal research sources? "

Dr. DRUCKER. No. The University of Chicago's ,contribution to
AR-CH Corp. will be reimbursed through whatever profit AR,..CH
Corp. should make, AR"-CH Corp. and its spinoff should manage to
make. . ... .

Mr. WALGREN. I se
EO

. So they are supporting this for. a certain
period of years and they are somewhat at risk in doing that? '

Dr. DRUCKElt. That is correct. ,
Mr. WALGREN' Do you see Illorebenchwork interaction at your

laboratory in view of the ideas, as I understand it, that we fil"St
started talking about, administrative transfer.rand now,we are all
saying that it doesn't happen administratively, it happens .!?ecause
people spend more time together?' Do you see ~ore industry em
ployeesworking in your laboratory? Do we need things lilr'dhe
steel initiative to focus that kind of thing to happen? Do you think
you get more effective technology transfer if you had the laborat?~
ries with a more mission-oriented focus to their research? ,"

Dr. DRUCKER. Let me answer that question in parts. ,
First of'all, therehas-beenmuch more in the way of industrial

participation in the laboratory. We have had postdocs that have
been funded. by industry. We!ve had industry' staff, use major' Ar
gonne facilities for periods of months, We have had industrystaff;
not postdocs, full-time scientists come in and work in our laborato-
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ries, primarily based on this one-on-one sort of contact I have been
referring to.. . '..

Mr. WALGREN. What is causing that .to happen? When did that
develop?

Dr. DRUCKER. I think, in part, it developed.because of Stevenson
Wydler, because of the laboratory's management and the Universi
ty of Chicago's interest in furthering technology transfer. I think

ewe had asituation where it got around that this is a good thing to
do, that you would. not-you would, indeed, benefit, you wouidbe
rewarded, awarded in some sense for participation, for work with
industry, for having industrial peoplein your lab.

Let me get to the second part of your question. There are two
different kinds of issues, or problems, that we feel exist in industry.
There are those which crosscut, they go across an entire industry.
That is the reason for something like the steel initiative. What you
want to do is, you want to develop a technology that can go to a
company, and they can make modifications as fits their needs.

There is a second set in which you have companies, both small
and large, that want-to .learn how to do a new trick, with the hope
that, perhaps, that new trick will allow them to do something very
specific for their company. And we are .involved in that with these
people working in our laboratory, we are involved in that with our
work with these companies. Both are important. It is hard to say
which one is more important.

As I say, it is very hard to predict winners and losers in the tech,
nology transfer business.

Mr. Morrison probably knows that Xerox, which .is Batelle's, oc
curred after the inventor of Xerox knocked on a number of doors
and was told that he was criminally insane; really, metalography
was never going to. go anywhere. So, it is very, very hard to say
which one is going to payoff.

Mr. WALGREN. The thing with the steel initiative, it is a little
hard to know what came first, an industry in tremendous decline
which was creating interest among public officials that ranged
from Members of Congress to the President's Science Adviser, or
did the laboratory, the management laboratorysay, "Here is some
thing that could be put together that might have a real construc
tive impact on our economy."

How do you-should we be asking the laboratory people to be
looking for things like the steel initiative that can focus their ef
forts in a very immediately-e-although that's adown-the-road con
cept, but at least it's different than each of those. investigators
going in there and deciding what they wanted to do today?

Should we be focussing through mechanisms like that?
Dr. DRUCKER. I think .the-that IS one good mechanism-and the

reason why I say that is the steel initiative, which did come about
essentially through an industry in need and an administration rec
ognizing that need and recommending to two laboratories, Argonne
and Oak Ridge, that they try and do something about this. Once
that initiative was about half developed, Argonne said, maybe
there. are. some other things we should be doing. And that. is what
started .the off-road initiative. And again; it has been very, .very
well accepted.
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At this point,orie should note, however; we haven'thl1d.succes.s

in either. I Illean, it is going to take a while. We are really just
gettirigoff the-ground, .

If one thinks that starting th"se initiatives, getting this industry
laboratory involvement. is .worthwhile-and'1 . think. it is then
probably these big initiatives are a good idea, however they occur.
Now, we have set up an officew~ichis supposedto provide help, ,
and I thin:k it will, because it uses people who are involved in both
these initiatives to people who have ideas for new initiatives, both
from industry and from the laboratory. So, 1 guess that says right
there we think it is a good route.

Mr. WALGREN, Thank you, MadamChair,
Ms. LWYD. Thank you very much, Dr. Drucker, for your testimo

ny.Thank you for being with us today. Have a good trip back to
Chicago.

We are -going to proceed with. ()ur next\Vitnesses. Mr. Henry
Clarks is Director of the TechnologyUtilization Program at NASA.
NASA has been very successful at transferririg technology devel
oped at that Federal agencyto the private sector. And the commit,
tee has reviewed these activities since 1958.We certainly welcoIlle
you. We also welcome Mr. Clifford Lanham of the Harry Diamond
Lab. He is here today representing the Federal Laboratory Consor
tium and will provide us with an' overall Federal perspective.

Please proceed with your statement, Mr. Clarks, and, Mr.
Lanham, we do have your entire testimony. So, you may proceed as
you wish. All of your prepared comments will be included in the
proceedings of the hearing today. .

STATEMENT OF HENRY J, CLARKS III; ACTING DIRECTOR; TECH·
NOLOGY: UTILIZATION, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION
MI". CLARKS. Thankyou, Madam Chairman, membersof the com-

mitte". . . ..' . '. . ...""'
Since 1962, NASA has actively and aggressively carried out its

congressional mandate contained inthe Space Act of 1958 to broad
ly disseminate and transfer aerospace technology-is it on?

Ms. LWYD. I think you have to move it closer to you. "', .
Mr. CLARKS. Since 1962,NMlA has actively arid aggressively car

ried out its congressional mandate contained in the Space Act of
1958 to broadly disseminate and transfer aerospace technology to
U.S. industry and other users through its Technology Utilization
Program. ,This program, which has evolved nationwide to provide
support to industry, consists of publications, announcements of po
tential technologies, computerized accessto scientific and engineer
ing reports, sel"ctive access to laboratory and scientific and techni
cal personnel, and application projects now comprise the system
within which NASA operates its technology transfer activities.

The NASA TU Program, Technology Transfer Program, is de
signed to promote and encourage the effective use and commercial
applications of aerospace-derived technology advances throughout
the economy. Itope~ates under the leadership ofIi smagstaff at
NASA Headquarters and consists of the following components. I
will briefly go through these without a clear explanation on each.
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We have a Technology Utilization Office at each NASA center
and laboratory;

We hayethe preparation of NASA Tech Briefs which will pro
vide a description of those new inventions;

We have a nationwide system of what we term as being Industri
al Application Centers;

We have application teams that help to assist the private sector
and the public sector in terms of applications;

Andwe have a program, through the promotionof seminars and
conferencesfor the U.S. industry. ,

In our view, it is the latter requirement, to maintain effective
outreach to industry and other users of technologies, that repre
sents the most difficult and yet one of the most important tasks for
all Government laboratories and agencies. At NASA, we believe
that our nationwide network of university-based Industrial Appli
cation Centers established for this purpose is an effective means to
continually promote and stimulate industrial and corporate inter
ests in available advanced technologies, emanating not only from
NASA centers but from other Government laboratories as well.

'Over the past few years, most ofthe States have undertaken new
or expanded activities to apply science and technologies to their
businesses and industrial development objectives.

The NASA lAC's, Industrial Application Centers, at theUniver
sities of Pittsburgh, Southern California and Florida; in particular,
have had considerable success in building these technology transfer
interfaces with universities and institutions in their service areas.

Coordination and referral to technology and engineering experts
in NASA laboratories is a significant element of the NASA trans
fer process.

An ever-expanding industrial outreach infrastructure exists at
NASA which, we believe, could serve, as one model for other Gov
ernment laboratories, thereby providing U.S. industry broader and
more direct access to all Government technologies and laboratories
on a problem-need basis. '

A final element, that has been a part of the NASA Technology
Transfer Program, has been that NASA conducts an Active Patent
Licensing Program under its implementation of direct licensing au
thority which is carried out in close coordination with the 'I'echnol
ogy Utilization Program. NASA views its patent program as an in
tegral part of NASA's overall technology transfer objectives, and
efforts to stiniulate the creation, identification, reporting of new
technology created in support of its programs, and to foster the uti
lization of this new technology in commercial applications. NASA's
patent policy and procedures germane to its various types of activi
ties are as follows:

NASA-funded contracts ,and grante-e-the NASA patent policies
for NASA-funded, ,activities under contracts or grants, as well as
the procedures for implementing those policies, are based on sec
tion 3Q5 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as
amended, the Presidential 'Memorandum on Government Patent
Policy of February 18, 1983, and Public Law 96~517, as implement-
ed by OMB Circular A-124. '

Essentially, section 305 of the Space Act provides that any inven
tion conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the perform-
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anceof'unywork under ariy NAsA c6ntracthechmesexclusiye
property of the Federal Governmentunlessthe Administrator de
termines that the interestsof the UnitedStates will bebest.served
by waiving all or part of the Government's rights. In making such
waiver determination, NASA hasadopted the Presidential Memo
randum of February 18, 1983, as a guide. 'I'his'.metnorandum, in
turn, is based on the policy of fostering private commercialization
through the investment of risk capital. '. . .'.

As to the implementing contract provisions, all contracts that
are subject to section 305 of the Space Act contain .the "new tech
nology"clause. This clause requires such contracts to contain effec
tive provisions to assure that a contractor shall furnish promptly a
written report containing full and complete technical information
concerning any inve~tion, discove-ry, improyeinent, or innovation
which may be made in the performance of the work under the con-
tract.. .' . . .. ' '. '. .... . .. .', ....•.

It is specifically structured to recognize, howevervthe contrac
tor's rights to obtain a waiver and thereby have first option to elect
title. to any patentable invention which the contractor intends to
commercialize.

As to contracts and grantsthatare ~ubJe"'t to Public Law 96~517,
NASA uses the same clause as other agencies. This clause maybe
distinguished from NASA's new technology clause in that it is lim-
ited to patentable inventions only. .' •.•... '.

Inventions by NASA employees-NASA, as well.as·otb.eragen
cies, determines rights to inventions made by its employees under
the policies and procedures of Executive Order 10096. If there are
certain contributions by the' Government in making the invention,
or if the Government is not, interested In the invention,the em"
ployee may retain title, but the Government acquires a license to
practice the invention. If there is no contribution by the Govern- .
merit, the employee retains all rights totheinvention, , •

Licensing of NASA'owned patents-'-NASA' has an active pro-.
gram for licensing those inventions covered by patents and patent
applications for which NASA has acquired title, either from its em
ployees or from its contractors. This licensing was previously done
under the authority of section' 305 of the Space Act, but was re
pealed by Government-wide authority provided in Public Law 96
517 to enable agencies to license inventions which they own on an
exclusive, partially exclusive or nollexclusive basis. Currently,
NASA issues on the' order of 40 licenses annually, of which ap-
proximately 40 percent are exclusive. , . '. ',.

Under section 203 of the Space Act, with respect to cooperative
arrangements, NASA can get involved with cooperative arrange
ments with the private 'sector to facilitate the transfer of technolo
gy residing in NASA's laboratories. Whell engaged in ..such Space
Act activities, it is normal NASA policy not to acquire rights to in
ventions or patents which may be used in or result from activities
for which NASA has been reimbursed by the private sector, If the
arrangement with a private-sector participant includes activities
that are shared, of mutual interest, rights to inventions .and pat
ents are negotiated in a manner consistent with those mutual in
terests and the nature of those particular activities. As a general
rule, the private sector participant may retain title to any inven-
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tions and patents arising out of its contributions, subject to contin
gent rights consistent with mutual interests of NASA and the par
ticipants.

However, when needed as an incentive to further the commer
cialization of objectives, NASA will agree to afford the private
sector participant first option to acquire license rights, including
exclusive commercial rights, if appropriate; to any such inventions
and patents. --'

In conclusion, NASA's long experience in technology utilization
and the management of its intellectual property has afforded
NASA opportunities to build a body. of guidelines that maximize
commercial use of its technology by balancing its dissemination
mandate with the need for patent protection and exclusivity in ap
propriate circumstances. Additionally, NASA believes it has ample
authority, primarily stemming from the Space Act, and flexible yet
realistic in-place policies and procedures, to continue to carry out
its patent program in a manner that supports NASA's overall ef
forts to stimulate the creation, identification and reporting of new
technologies developed in support of its programs, and to foster the
utilization of this new technology in commercial applications. No
changes are needed, and in particular, it would be a matter of con
cern to ..NASA if any proposed changes operated to constrain or
suppress NASA's. present ability to. assure prompt and effective re-
porting of new technology. . .

Madam .Chairman, it- has been a pleasure to come before you to
discuss this important issue. Under the farsighted authority of the
Space Act, we believe that NASA has achieved a high degree of
success in fostering and implementing the transfer of its technolo
gy to industry, academia, and the public nationwide. NASA's expe
rience and direct support in cooperation with other Federal agen
.cies, universities, and. the private sector have materially enhanced
the achievement of technology transfer and utilization objectives

. throughout the Nation. .
[The prepared statement of Mr. Clarks follows:]
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statement of

Mr. Henry J. Clarks
Ac.ting Director

Technology -Utilizatiori nrv Ls Lon

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,

befote the ,
Subcommittees 6n Energy Research arid Production

and Science Research and Techno!ogy
U ~ S. Houseof_Repr~sentat:i yes

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

since 1962,' NASA has -actIve l.y and aggressivelyc'arded Out'
its ccnures s t onaj, mande t e .conta i.ned-d n cthe Space Act of 1958,·'to
broadly disseminate and transfer aerospace.,technology to U.S.
Lndus t ry vend other user constituencies' through its ,Technology
Utilization.'Program'o This - program,-which has evo Lved
exper Lent; ially .over.. the years "no.....:-consists of and opeeaeest as a
nationwide' ~ystem wher~by industry, can ~ain effective a~cess to a
wide range of technologies made available' through, that system.
Publications and announcements of potentially. useful
technologies, .comput.e ed aed ecceae t o is c i errt Lf i c and eri'gine'ering
reports", computer sof tware avai labi 1i try. , select i ve access to
laboratorys?ientifi~andt~chnical_personnel,and applications
projects now comprise the system within which NASA operates its
technology transfer- ect.Iv Lt Ies,

NASA'sTec~nologyUtilization;(TU) Progra~ is a program of
nationwide scope .wh i ch we believe- has been ~uccessful, "a nd one
which werbeHeve should be continued. It has a solid:yet
f Lex LbLe stat1.!,tory"basis')I1 the Space Act which e l Lows-iue to
fine-tune and adjust implementing procedures tO,meet changi~g
needs. ' .

The NASA TU program is designed to promote and encourage the
effective use and commercial application of aerospace derived
technological advances throughout the U.S. economy. It operates
under the leadership of a small staff at NASA Headquarters as an
Agencywide "Office of Research and Technology Applications
(ORTA)" and includes:
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-. a Techno!ogy utilization Office at each NASA laboratory
(or fiel~,center):

the preparation of new technology reports (NTR) on each
inve,ntion, dt scovery., Lnnovet.Ion; or improve~ent

.. J;,~sult-ing from NASA-supported R&D conducted by N'~SA'

Laboreuor Les or, contractors: .

the,:e"a!uation of each NTR for.commercial significance
py a team, of technical experts;

the preparation and issuanceof~NASATechBriefs; a
quarterly journal highlighting 'those 'inventions 'and
innovations haying the greatest commercial p6tential~

the availabi~ity_of morecdetailed technical information
in support ,of the'announce~ents in NASA Tech Briefs;

the support Qf a-;nationwide:network of Industrial
Applications Centers (lAC's) which provide for
governmental, commercial and industrial 'access to NASA's
technology;

support of a Computer Software Management and
Information Center (COSMIC) which makes
government-developed computer programs available to
~ndustry, government and academic institutions;

an Applications. Team' which coopereeea wdch public arid
private sector institutions in applying aerospace
technology to meet public sector needs;

the support of technology applications projects in
cooperation with .t he pub Li c and private 'sectors, co
accelerate the availability of aerospace _techno~ogy for
non-aerospace uses having high publ i c priorities';' arid

promotion. of conferences and seminars for U.S. industry
on current and proposed NASA research 'and development.
and .on its significant results'.

The opportuni~iesfor technology' transfer in both 'the private
and pubLi c sectors are manyand"varied; .ebus requiring a high
degree of "system flexibility. Moreover ,technology transfer
processes must maintain a high degree of t.e chn i ca I -competence and
credibility in:.orderto effect meaningfUl and tangible end uses
of the technology. Additionally, it is'impOrtant that effective
outreach efforts be maintained so: that industrial firms. both
large and small,caswell as other potential users_~e'continually
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apprised, of the opportunities. which ,are available to access and
utilize externally-generated technologies applicable;to their
needs.

In our view, -it'.,is this::latter requirement --to'mi:J.intain
effective out.reech to". industry and other users of t e chnoLoqy -
that represents the most difficult and yet:one of the most
important tasks for all government laboratories and agencies. At
NASA, we be Lfeve that-our nationwide network 6£ un i ve r-e i t y-tbe sed
Industrial Applications Centers (lAC's), established f6rthis
purpose is an effective means to continually promote and
stimulate in~u~trialandcorporateinterest in available advanced
technologies--ernanating not only from NASA centers but from
other government1abo~atoriesaswell. The NASA~sponsored lACs
have been working for years. CUltivating ,strong ties with
business and industry,-- identifying and accessing industrial
client problems and technological interests and then broketing
avai1able'information and human resources to fulfill those needs.
The NASA Industrial:Applications Centers :are,moreover, presently
expanding their'outreach initiatives by developing linkages and
working, relationships with .st e t e-eponsored institu.ti6nsand
universities across the U.S. to provide even greater industrial
coverage than -hes been possible.

Over the past few years, most 6fthe states ,have undertaken
new or expanded ,activities to apply:science',:andtechnology to
their business and industrial development ob ject dve s , These
activities have offered new opportunities for, NASA to engage in
cooper a t.Lve Pe de r a I-es t a t e action to stimulate .econom Lc growth
through 'technology .t r ans fe r., A numbe rcof states have expressed
interest in participating in a nationwide netw6rkbased on the
expansion of the NASA' Industrial Applications Center (lAC)
network, and are al,r,e~dyinvestingtheir'bwnfunds in this
effort. NASA is coordinating ·.,dththeiSe"states and others to
develop the,:appropriatenetwork i rrte r r ece's.veo accommodate
increased acc~ss to NASA and other Federal technologies.

The NASA lAC's at the Universities of:Pittshurgh, Southern
California and Florida" in p a r t Lcu La r-j v.havev.had considerable
success in building these technology transfer 'interfaces with
universities and institutions in their service arees ; Key to
these re Le t Ionahtps is the Remot.e Interactive Search System
(RISS) which providesreal~timeinformation'searchcapabilities
through' remotetelecommun-icationslinks, thus permitting industry
in the participating states, easy access to technical information
and technology' transfer services'without the costly requirement
of setting up:duplicativ~search,and transfer capabilities.
Coordination and,referralto scientific and engineering experts
in NASA laboratories is also a significant element of, .the NASA
lAC transfer service.
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In the West ,-'an'expedlTu~ntal'effdtt ".is~a.lready-uriderw~y ,to
extend this service "peov Ldedvby the USC-:;.IAC't() other Federal
laboratories in- the'FLC Far WestRegion~ Other less formal
interfaces 'between NASA'IAC's and other Federal labs are also
beginning to evolve.' ' ,

Thus, an ever-expanding industrial outreach i'nitastruct.ure
exists which, we .be Lteve , 'coulds'er've -ee onevmode I for .otber
government laboratories, thereby ,providing u. S', industry broader
and more direct access to all government technologies and
Leborat.or i ee ana problem-ne~d' basis. , Suet"! ,:ef.forts would
markedly increaseandac~el~ratethe transfer and use of
government-generated~techriology.thus enha~cing commercialization
of these tElchnolog,ies',improving .industrial productivity and
creating a' atronqe r ' industrial, .competitive .base net Lcnw.ide .

In addition, NASA conducts an active patent licensirigprogram
under its implementation of direct licensing authority which' rs
carried out in close coordination with the., Technology ut i Li eatLon
Program. NASA hashlstorically' viewed its patent program as an
integral part of NASA's overall.technology ,tt:"ansfer .oojece tve s
and efforts to .stim~late the creation, identification and
reporting of new technology. created in suppOrt of its program~,

and to foster the utilization,of this new technology in
commercial aPt>lications. vThis is reflected in, procedures
designed to precipitate the prompt and effective reporting of .new
technology (whether patentable or notlcreated under NASA
sponsorship, to afford contractors first option to obtain patent
rights to inventions made under contract to the maximum extent
consistent with NASA's prog~am objectives and mission needs, in
order to provide incentives for commercial use, to obtain patents
on inventions to which NASA has' e cqut red title and which have
commercial· potential, and to actively license such inventions for
commercial application. NASA,'s patent.poli?y and procedures
germane to its varioustypes"of activities 'are as follows:

NASA Funded Contracts and Grants

The NASA patent polici'es for NASA-funded activities, under
contract or grant, as well as the procedures for implementing
those policies, are based on Section 305 of the.~atioral

Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 as'amended (42,U.S.C.2457),
and to t ne extentcohsistent with .that' section, the Presidential
Memorandum on Government Pa t en t Policy o f February 18, 1983., An
exceptio~ is made for funding agreements with certain small
business firms and nonprofit organizations, where NASA follows
Public Law 96-517, .as"implement€!d"by OMS Circular,.A-.124, in the.
same manner 'as all c t he evaqe nc i es ,

Essentially, Sectio
iLventiO:1 conceived'or

305 of the ~pace Act provides that,~ny
irst ac t ua Ll.y re~l,lce,d to, pr acc ice in,.t.hE!:
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performance of anyw,ork.lInder :snyNASA contract becomes· the
exclusive property of theG()vernment unless the Administrator (of
NASA) deternli~esthat the :inte,rests of the-,United States will be
served by -waiving all or any pa,rt of the Government's rights. In
making such waiver determinations, NASA has adopted:the
Presidential Memorandum of February .-18,. 1983, as a guide. This
Memorandum, in turn, is based o~;the policy:of fostering private
commexc LeLfaet Ion through the, investment 6f~i5_k capital. Thus
waive~s, which may be requested either prior to contract for all
inventions that may be made under the contract, or for individual
identified inventions reported undercon~ract, are liberally
granted. (Current data indicates that ,m()re .than 90 percent of
the waivers requested ar~ granted.) A s~milar result is
achieved, although by a different procedure, by .efect Ion of title
by a small bus,iness firm or nonprofit organization under Public
Law 96-517. Any waiver of title by NASA, or any election of
title by Cl ccnt reococ , is, subject to a worldwide irrevocable
royalty~free license for Governmental purposes and certain
so-called ,-march-in- rights,las set forth in .pubLdc Law 96-517)
in order to protect th,~~overnment"and pubLf o Lnteceet.e ,

As 'toiinplernent-ing contract provisions, all contracts that
are subject to Section 305' (If the Space Act contain, the "New
Technc,logy- clause as de scr Ibed in NASA Subpart 18-27.3 of the
FAR Supplement Directive (NFSD) 84-1. This clause is based on
Section 305(b)',Of the SpaceAct~ which requires such contracts to
contain "effect Lve p rov fs fons " to,assure that, a contractor wi11
"furnish promptly--a written report cont~ining full and complete
technical information concerning any invention, discovery,
improvement or i nnove t i.on wh i ch may .be made" in the performance
of work under the contract. This., requirement is unique in -,that
it covers unpatentable as well as patentable items of new
technology both of which stimulate: many of NASA 's technology
utilization and techn~logy trans,fer activities, and also
specifically recognizes the need for prompt and effective
reporting of suchilew technology. ,"/Also, it is specifically
structured to recognize the contractor's right to obtain a waiver
(as -pxev Lous Iy discussed) and thereby have first option to elect
title to any patentable inventions,which the contractor intends
to commet-cfe'Lfae; - ,

As to, contracts and grants, that' a,re subject t,oPublic Law
96-517 (rather than Section 30'5, of, the Space Act) __ NASA uses the
same clause:,as all other agencies as set forth in Subpart 27.3 of
the Federal Acquisition Requ La t Lon , This clause may be
distinguished from'NASA's New Technology clause in that it is
limited to' patentable Invent Ions', only/and does not 'place as
much emphasis on the prompt and effec~ive reporting of such
inventions~ While the data are incomplete, present indications
are that there is a,decline in ~~e reporting (If new technology
that provides a stimulus for many of NASA's technology
utilization ~nd technology transfer activities.
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Inven~ions oy NASA Employees

NA.s;A, as'weuaS-'other eqencLee , ,dete:tmiriesxigh~5 eo
invent.ions made- .by its employeee "under- th'e'policies.and
procecuresof_Exec~,tiveOrder 10096., Basically, the Executive
Order p.rovides that. an agency has the' right ,1:° acqu,iretitl,e
(ownership) to inventions made by an employee which Dear a direct
relati.onship to the duties of the employee, orar,e' madefo
consequence oEhis/her employment. If such:relationship does not
exist but there are, certain coqt~ibutionsby the_Gover~mentin

makinc;;rthe: tnvene ron, ,or if t he Government;s not. int.erested in
the.invention'"the ,employee maY.,retain title but the Government
ecqud rea a r t cense -to 'practice the Lnvent Jon, If such
relationship does -riot'. exist a nd there: "Ls no cont r Ibu t Ion 'by the
covernment , the employee retains all,,'rights to theinv,ention.
NASA evaluates those employee inventions for which it acquires
'title ~nd may obtain pa,tent protection and makes th~m~availab~e
for Lt cene Inq,

Licensing of ~'NASA-owried Patents

NASA has an- actiyep,ro'gram:for licensing .tnose Invent Lone
covered by patenl;.s 'andpat_ent eppl Lce tLcne fOt:;'wl1ichNASA has,
acquired title,"eitherfrom1ts employees or from_its '
cont.r-ectors , Both 'exclusive and nonexclusive l.iceri::ies, as
appropria~_e",are·availabl:e. lThis licensing was pl:eviously,Aone
under theauthori ty ,of .sect Ion 305(g l_ of the Space Act .and
implementing regulations whi oh NASA _initially issued in ,1962, and
which, for the first time, provided for exclusive (in addition to
nonexc~usi\l"e) licensing by an agency in an efforttofoster,,~al:ly

commexc.i e I 'utilization of itsin'lentions. ..

Sec_tion 30s(g),,_(and its implementing regu1at,ions) vee ,,'_.'
replaced July 1, '1981, and 'r~pei:;llep.by~Government-wideeuehort ty
provided in PubLt o Law 9~-:-.s17 to enable _agencies to license,
inventions which ehey own-' on an e xc Ius i.ve s partially, exclusive; or
nonexclusive basis. The u,nHorm:re,g'u_lati.ons, issued for., this
purpose. These regulations are conslstent witA~ASAls

established policies and provide even gl:eater flexibility towards
the objective offosteringutilizaqi::m of inventions at',ising out
of receee i ry euppor ced' research and ,developmeryi;.. Currently NASA
issues on, the order of 40 Licenees jannuaj.Ly , of' whicn
approximately, 40 percent areexc1tisive~;,

Cooperat i v'eA~rr,ih9,ernents"

unde r Section 203{c) (,5), a:nd':,(6) 9£' the Space Act":(4'2,U.S:.C<'
2473(c)(s)(-6», NASA has brbeo and ....dt re ct; 'authority, to enter into
so-called "cooperative a,1:1:angements",,(wj1ich may be eH.,he_l.".ona
L~imbul:sable or shared activity basis) with the.p~ivate s~ctor to
facilitate the transfer 'of technology residing, in; NASA's ..
laboratories~ Again, NASA's patent policies and procedures in
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thisregardlwhich are not subject to either SectiOn 3Q5 of the
Space Act or Public Law 96-517) have been structured to maximize
the potential for commerc,ial use of NASA-supported technology.
When engaged in such "S:paceAd,"ac~ivities, it is normal NASA
policy not to'a'cquirerights to inventions or patents which may
be used in or result from activities for which NASA has been
reimbursed by a~private-~ector sponsor. If the ~rrangement with
a private-sector participant includes shared activities (but no
funding provided to the private-sector participantlof mutual
interest, rights to inventions and Batents are negotiated in a
manner consistent with those mutual. i'nterestsand the nature of
activities •. As a general rule, the private sector participant
may retain title.to .any inventions and patents:,arisin~ out C)f .Lt s
contributions; 'subject to contingent rights consistent with the
mutual interests of NASA and the participant. Basically, such
contingent rights are 'structured to ,assure limited access to, or
availa~ilityof, the t~chnology for further commercial
development under agreed terms and conditions in the event the
participant cannot or does not pursue commercial use of 'the
technology. Additional consideration may be given to aesurinq
ava~lbjlity of the technology sufficient to meet public needs in
the area of,health<and, safety. where app'ro-p~'iat,e,a,s well. as an
understandin'cjo~ t:he, allocation of ,.rights.between",th:e, parc ies in
the event of termination of agreement by either,party'under
various circum~~~nces. NASA may also receive a royalty-free
1icensefor .certain stated Governmental purposes , All such
contingent rights a;ea matter of negotiation, ,depending on the
t.echno roqyrtnvoaved , the respective contributions of each party,
and the commercialization ob ject Lve s sought.

NASA on 'its side' of the. Lnter-face wi th the private-sector
part"icipantwi11acquire rights to inventions and patents arising
out of its ect.LvLt.Les under policies ,applicable to the
circumstances In. which sllchrights arise •. However, when needed
as an Lncen't tve t.o furthel: the commerdalization ob j e ct Lve s of
the activity, NASA will agree to afford the, private sector
participant first 'option toacquil;e license rights, including
exclusive commer c ia I ,rights, if 'appropriate, to .any such
inventions and patents.

In conc'Ius ton ; :NASA"',S r6ngex:perien'ce in technology
utilization and th~ man~gement~of its intellectual.property
rights has afforded NASA opportunities to build a body of
guidelines that maximize commerc LeIvuse of its techriology 'by
balancing its dissemination mandate with the, need for patent
protection and exclusivity in appropriate circumstances.
Addi t ionally, NASA believes it ha,sample authority r,primar i ly
stemming from the Space Act, and fl:exible'yet realistic in-place
policies and, procedures; to continue to carry out its patent '
program in,a.manner that supports NASA's overall efforts to
s t LmuLat.ev t he creation, identification and reporting of new
technology deve Loped in support of its programs, and to 'foster
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the utilization of: this', new technology in', commercial
applications. No changes are needed, and in particular, it would
be a matter of concern to NASA if any proposed changes op~rated

to constrain or suppress NASAls present ability to a~sure promp~

and effective reporting of new technology. Expe~ience'hassh9wn

that ,such prompt,:andeffective reporting of new technology,'can;
by applying proper, p~ocedures and reasoned judgment, be achieved
without prejudi<::ing the contracco'r vs .right to have ~irst option
to elect title to inventions which,"the contractor -Lnt.ende -to
commercialize.

Mi:. Chairmarl,',' it hasbeeri"a'pie~sure to come before: you "to
discuss this, important issue. under' the farsighted authorities
of the Space ,Act" we,beli,~ve,that NASA -hae achieved a high degree
of succes~, in fostering and_ implementing the transfer of its
-t.echrio.Ioqy to ind]Jstry, academia and the public nationwide •. _NASA
experience and direct support in cooperation wi~h other Federal
Cigenci.esctnd the private .eeccoc have materially enhanced the '
acb Ievement; ofte,chnology transfer ,a.ndutilization objectives
throughout this Na'tion. . ,
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Mr. CLARKS. Before I close, I have noticed that there were some
concerns concerning the. potential of measuring certain activities
within the program.

Ms. LLOYD. I ~as going to ask you about that,so I am glad that
yo", are bringing that up.

Mr. CLARKS. The ne~>technology reports, as Imentioned, in
terms of inventions, innovations, and so forth,over the last 10
years we have had 48,000, from 1964 to 1984. Thirty-seven thou
sand have emanated from the contractors, 10,000 from in-house,
With respect to those new innovations, we have a system wherein
anybody that may want to attempt to commercialize or have an in
terest in the new technology can come in and request a. technical
support package. Also there are inquiries that Come in from con
tractors' facilities, from commercial people, into the agency.

Whetwe have measured over this same period, we have 1.8 mil
lion inquiries, 1.3 million being for additional or technical support
packages with regard to the type of technology and the nature of
that technology and how the technology can be applied.

We have had 500,000 inquiries that have come from the private
sector into the laboratories to the scientists and engineers, who
have developed the technology and to assist the private or commer
cial entity in solving any particular problems that he may have in
the use of that technology.

Now, in terms of patentable and nonpatentable items, we did a
survey over the last 3 years and we have found out of our reporting
approximately 1,200 out of 1,800 were nonpatentable and 600 were
patentable. This is between 1981 and 1984.

In terms of benefits, there was a study that was done back in
1977. It was reviewed back again in 1983. And the benefits from
the NASA new technology reporting and the use of that technology
and those inventions in the commercial sector has been estimated
to weigh on the order of approximately $102 million annually, as of
1983. And this was done by the Denver Research Institute for us.

Ms. LLOYD. State that again, Mr. Clarks.
Mr. CLARKS. In terms of benefits from the use of technologies

that have been developed by NASA and its NASA facilities, ap
proximately $102 million is measured in terms of economic benefits
from the use of those technologies as of 1983. This is on an annual
basis.

This was done basically taking the projection from 1977 when we
took a real close, indepth look, and then in 1983 we took another
look, and somewhat escalated and made a determination from 1977
through 1983, we estimated on the order of $102 million.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much. You know, if all of our Feder
al agencies had that good a track record, I think we could come
near to eliminating our deficit.

Thank you a lot. Mr. Lanham.

STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD E.LANHAM, TECHNICAL SPECIALTIES
COORDINATOR, FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM FOR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Mr. LANHAM. Thank you Ms. Lloyd and Mr. Morrison.
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I am. the Chief of Research-and Technology. Applications-at the
Army's Harry Diamond Laboratories and the Technical Special-
ties~- .

Ms. LLOYD, Excuse. me, Mr. Lanham. Would you move the micro
phone closer to you?

Mr. LANHAM. I'm sorry. Is that all right now?
Chief of the Research and Technology Applications for Army's

Harry Diamond Laboratories and the Technical Specialties Coordi
nator for. the Federal Lab Consortium. I am pleased to come before
you today representing the Federal Lab Consortium 'with which I
have been associated since its inception in 1975, to discuss the cur
rent role of the Consortium in Federal technology transfer and sug
gest means by which improvements could be realized.

I must note that my statement represents my own views from
my experience with technology transfer and the Federal Consorti
ums and those shared with me by diverse consortium participants.
This statement. does not reflect an official position of the Army or
the Harry Diamond Laboratories, although the fact that they have
a positive position on domestic technology transfer, I think, is ade
quately attested by their past actions.

I want to emphasize the comments that Dr. Drucker had made
about the diversity of Federal technology, that there are more than
new products that may be dealt with by exclusive licenses involved
in the Federal technology reservoir and that we are talking about
as well numerous processes. He talked about advice to businesses
and industry, that we are also talking about methodology that may
be applied to a whole range of the industrial sector as well as the
public sector. .

The collective experience of the Federal Lab Consortium has
shown that, although a diversity of technology exists in the lab and
a diversity of transfer methods are needed, all these kinds of tech
nology may be transferred effectively without a large bureaucracy
or high cost:

One must have a decentralized system which deals with the full
spectrum of technology to realize the majority of economic benefits
potentially available.

It is one of the major roles of the Federal Lab Consortium as
stated in the bylaws to accumulate these experiences in effective
and efficient technology transfer and share them with concerned
policy makers. The real-world experiences have indicated that im
provements are needed beyond Public Law 96-480, although that
legislation wasa good step in the evolution of policy appropriate to
such a complex system. .

Now there appears to be a growing consensus that we are ready
for the next step of evolution in policy in this arena.

The basis ofa strong lab program in the experience of the Feder
alLab Consortium has focused on person-to-person interaction and
on creating a technology. from those users. We don't want to have a
system or we don't want to rely on asystem which lets us decide
from a very limited point of view what kind of technology should
be out there.

The major factors that are evident from the earliest days
through. the latest Laboratory/Industry/Interaction Committee
survey is that technology transfer is accomplished bya person-to-
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person interaction, and that a broader scope of technologies and
situations may be addressed by encouraging clients to express
needs to resource people who are sensitive to that client's environ
ment and who are committed to help.. As the excellent organization
studied by Peters indicates, the laboratories perform better to the
extent that the entire staff feels that the activity is important, that
top management is committed to the accomplishment, and that
there are dedicated people with special knowledge of the mecha
nisms of transfer and potential barriers to make the initial links to

. the clients, These.factors establish that the laboratory that deals
with the people who come in, whether they are industrial or public
sector, cares about those customers and provides the means to de
velop a long-term relationship. This produces leads that evolve into
a continuing exchange and addresses alltypes of technology. Fur
thervif you really have commitment in the lab, the lab people who
are dedicated to. the technology transfer effort seek innovative
ways and cost-effective ways.toreach out to more clients and help
them ina greater variety of ways.

The Technical Volunteer Service concept, for example, is an ex'
ample of how personal commitment by those dedicated to transfer
in a laboratory developed an innovative approach,and how such
commitment by the entire laboratory staff has made it work. It is
also an example of how new methods of transfer are disseminated
through the FLC network. A growing number of laboratories have
now implemented this through the FLC's efforts to make it more
easily understood. .

The new Department of Defense regulation on technology trans- "
fer specifically supports the development of Technical Volunteer
Services.

A remaining factor which needs to be addressed at individual
labs which stands out at individual labs is the transfer of new
products and processes to innovative companies. There they need
an ability to negotiate as a part of the lab level interaction, the
provision' of 'an exclusive position through patent licensing. This is
needed to protect the company's investment in commercializing the
product as well as in forming a usual and well understood basis for
the venture.

These factors noted above are the major ones that comprise the
basis for an optimum technology transfer program in laboratories.

Now, aside from the role of the FLC in collecting and sharing ex
periences of .the individual laboratories, it has a role that has been
demonstrated in facilitating the actual transfer of technology. Here
those roles are to provide nationwide outreach and establish insti
tutional relations on behalf of all laboratories to promote technolo
gy pull, to establish contacts useful to clients in all parts of the
country and to refer· them efficiently to a source of specific help,
and to supply training and advice to individuals and organizations
both inside the labs and outside who are seeking to understand the
methods and mechanisms of technology transfer.

The nature of Federal lab resources and how they can be used to
solve immediate problems will remain unknown to those at goo
graphically distant locations from the labs or those who cannot
invest the time to fathom the complexities of Federal organiza
tions. The Consortium makes each laboratory a one-stop shopping
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center. It makes available' through those laboratories even tschnol
ogies that may not be within their mission. Further, the FLU pro'
vides sort of a customer service number for those. who are not
really near a branch office or laboratory. dIt gives the potential
client in anypart 'If the country access to the broad scope of Feder
al technology, but still allows .person-to-person interactionwhich is
needed to help define the problem. or determine realistic options.

New applications .that should be noted in any environment
whether it is a company or whether it-is local government,repre
sent innovations; and the people in those organizations that make
these, need help, need to have support from. people they perceive as
reliable and supportive. .

Representatives of laboratories active in the Federal Lab Conser- .
tium across the country represent a first point of contact potential
ly for almost 300 Federal laboratories. Referrals are usually made
quickly with help as. needed of tech specialists or the older hands to
sources' of technology in the labs which may be previously un-.
known to the client.

We are currently working on a technology transfer effort at
Harry Diamond Laboratories which was referred to me from
Sandia Laboratories to help life support systems for patients who
have to undergo nuclear magnetic resmance diagnostics. That came
up and was referred to me within the last month through the FLC
network.

It should be noted in talking about this network that for those in
this region, that Mr. Donald Jared of the Oak Ridge National Labo
ratory serves as the FLC southeast regional coordinator, and Ms.
Tina McKinley of Oak Ridge Associated University serves as the
technical specialist for training methods. These are particularly
knowledgable users of the network, as well as contributors to it,
and should be considered valuable contacts for those seeking Feder
al technology.

We have looked at the role of the FLC in providing an under
standing of technology transfer to both practitioners and policy
makers and its role in facilitating the process nationwide. Now we
may draw upon insights to provide a development-to develop sug
gestions for improvement. The experience of those active in tech
nology transfer and the FLC, who are largely volunteers who con
tinue to share the pleasure and frustration of trying to make this
work, indicate that the following measures might gain more posi
tive results from the investment in R&D.

Make technology transfer an element in the performance evalua
tion of every Federal manager of R&D, as well as the directors of
laboratories. As we said, if they believe it's important, they will
participate.

Provide visible congressional interest-and I think we have a
good start-interest in technology transfer by requiring plans and
reports of results from the laboratory level.

Require that at least one professional be assigned full time to
technology transfer in each laboratory with a $20 million or great
er in-house budget and work with smaller agencies so that they
dedicate personnel and staff on a regional or national basis. A full
time person understands the complexities of the transfer process,
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and at least one such person is needed to accomplish transfer in
the laboratories. .

Allow for expeditious negotiation of exclusive licenses to patents
originated in the Federal laboratory as part of the laboratory
transfer process. You can get help from the legal counsel at an
agency where those Iaboratories are smaller and don't have their
own counsel, but it should be part of that negotiation.

Provide a legislative charter for the Federal Lab Consortium
specifying its role as a facilitator and 'coordinator, not as a perform
er, oftechnology transfer on behalf of the whole government, so
that you limit the bureaucracy and don't create any more bureauc
racy but a legislative mandate to allow}he cooperation of all the
labs and the formation of the joint projects across all laboratory-
all agencies, across the laboratories ofall agencies. . .'.

I hope that these observations and'suggestions from those of us
in theFLC can make some positive contribution to your' important
efforts to improve the American economy.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement ofMr. Lanham follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD E. LANHAM

Cha:i"r,men and .,M:embe]:'sof-the:.,-S.ubcommi ttees:

1,,8111 Clifford Lanham, ..Chief,of Res.sarch and .TechnologyApplications for

the ~,rmY~s HarT-3 Diamond, Laboratories'and the ~echnical Specialties

Coordinator fO,rtheFederal Laboratory Consortium. I am p Leaaed to come

before you today..representing .the,FederalLalloratory ConsortiUJilwith ,which r

have beenassoc~ated sinc~ its ,inception.irr~975.todiscuss .thecurrent role

of the Consortium in:F~deraltechnology,~ransferand to suggest means' by.which

improvemen~s could be realized.

I must note that my ,statement presents my own views, based OD my eleven

years of involvement,ln_~echnology transfer and the Federal ~aboratory

Consortium, and views shared with me.bydiye~se Consortium participants. This

statement does not reflect any,;official position of the Army or the Harry,:

Diamond Laboratories. That their position on domestic technology transfer is

positive,,~howe,ver, is adeque t eIy demonstrated by past actions.,including the

Army's p~omulgation of a regulation very supportive of technology transfer and

the FtC, and Harry Diamond Laboratories continuing support of an aggressive:

program.

Technology and Transfer:.- Complex Concepts

Many previousdiscus~ions of these issues have tried to provide a total

measure of the vas~ technological resources of the Federal laboratories and an

tmderstanding of the ~xtent to which those resources are tmderutilized. These

ideas were,.presented as the basis for a national effort to optimize the use of

this national wealth of technology. Those discussions have succeeded in

makingu~,re~lizet~~magnitudeof the opportunity we have.to make Federal

technology available for improving local, regional, and national economic

conditions in a competitive world. I am sure that it is this realization that
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brings us here today.

In order to understand what inatitutidnalchanges ~re needed-to optimize
our use of these resources, however,wemtrst step 'back from a single concept

of "federallydevelopedtechriology" to be' "transferred" SI!,d see the many kinds

of technical resources .potentially available from Federal laboratories. Each

must be identified nndapplied {'La. transferred) in different ways to

different client 'groupe with different eoonosrlcvoona'tradn t a, Indeed,this

analysis leads 'us to believe that>many small transfers of ifuprovementsin

process and productivity over a period of time may produce- a"more significant

economic reault, than the major examples of transfer often noted~ Such

analysis may.also provide us with insight into the complexfacto~s which

influence the transfer process and help us to understand the nature of the

committment needed by R&D organizations topursue-a.successful transfer

program.

Some of. the kinds of technology (with examples) available froriiFederal

laboratories are:

1) Potential New Products

a) New Devices

b) New. Materials

2) Processes

3) Methodclogies

4) Specialized Knowledge and

Expertise

Night Vision Scopes, Pulsed Jet

Hand Washer for Hospitals

- Nitinol ,;.. the memory inetal

Laser Surface Harde!i.ing of Steel

Pclice Training,Fleet Preventive

Maintenance~ Various Operations

Research Methods

ProbleniADalysis, Making'PUblic Sector

OrgaiJ.iza,~ions"Smart Buyers"
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It is the first cne of these, potential newp roduc te , which apnngsmost

readily to mind when one says the word "technology" and it Le these potential

new products which one expects to be identified in the assessments prescribed

inths S'teveneon-vyd.Ler Act. Yet", for all their pot;"ential value - and a rare

few may have a very high value - they may only be the tip of the iceberg in

regard to' economic dmpac t , The collective exp ar-Lence of the FLC shows that,

although a diversity of transfer methods isneed~d. all of the kinds of

technology may be transferred effectively without a large bureaucracy or high

coat. One must have 'a decentralized system which deals with the full sp~ctrum

of technology, however, to realize the majority of the econo~ic benefits

potentially available.

If transfer mainly depends on a paper aaaeeamea t process in each

laboratory and the publication of the results seeking to push technology from

the labs, one is limited tc those applicationa enviaioned or implied by the

originator of the description of the technology and transfer is likely only to

those who search these publications. If beyond this, the entrepreneurs or

small COmpanies that are most likely to 'seek new products for new markets

cannot easily acquire exclusive rights to laboratory inventions to protect

their investment, we realize that there are many barriers to effective

transfer which remain to be addressed.

It is one of the major roles of the Federal Laboratory Consortium, and a

stated purpose in the By-laws (appended to this statement), to accumulate

experiences in effective and efficient technology transferacd share them with

concerned policy makers. These real-world experiences have indicated policy

improvements needed beyond PL 96-480; although that legislation was a good

step in the evolution of policy appropriate to such a complex sye-tem.
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T~e Stevenson-Wydle!:, Act made technology transfer officially part of the

mission ,:Jf every lab, mandated an o rgand aatd on aj element (the ORT~) to be

concernej with this function and strongly recommended that,s full time

professional and a specified minimum funding be committed to t~e manage~ent of

an active program. Further, it pressed all the agencies and laboratories to

think about means of evaluating the,.,divers8 potential applications ,of the

technology they develop and to consider how, with lirnitedmanpower, they m;ght

provide technical assistance to potential.client organizations, especially to

those like the, smaller municipal governmentsw~th limited capacitY,to deal

with technological subjects. Finally, it prompted more agencies,and.

laboratories to participate in the FLC network. These were all steps in the

right direction which added innovative approaches and the views of new actors

to the collective experience of FLC.

Now there, appears to be a growing consensus that we are ready for the

next step in the evolutiol1 of policy in this arena. Through its continuing

evaluation of the accrued experience of most oftho~e, involved ~n technology,

transfer, the FLC can now fulfill its role by offering reliable i':nSight into.

the factors which contribute to successful technology transfer gathered from

across all agencies, all geographical regiOns and a majority cf industrial

sectors.

The Basis of a Strong Lab Program

The major factors which have been evident in FLC experience frcm the

early days through the latest Laboratory/Industry Interactio~ Committee survey

is that technology transfer ia accomplished bya persoh-to~per8on interaction,

and that a broader soope of teohnologies and situations may b~ addressed ,by

encouraging clients to express needs to resource people who are sensitive to

<'.
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the ..potential user's environment sud who are committed to help. As in the

excellent organizations studied by Peters. the laboratories perform better to

the extent that the entire lab staff feels the activity is important. that top

management.is com~itted to accomPlishment, and that there are aedicated people

wi th a special knowledge of the mechanisms of transfer and potential barriers

to make initial links to .tihe clients. These factors establish that the

laboratory "csrea about thecUS1;omer'" and provide the means to develop long

tam relationshi-ps which, a1 though they may be largely: informal, lead toa

continuing exch~nge of all types' of technology and efficient program growth

through word-or-mouth advertising.

Further, the people committed and involved in an effective program seek

innovative arid cost-effective ways to reach out to help more clients in more
/

ways. A~ they see and understand the needs, the Federal scientists and

engineers want their' knowledge

their,'colUltry~

and ideas used' to help their communities and
,

I

The Technical Volunteer Service concept is an example, of bcv pereonet

commitment by those dedicated to tranafer in a laboratory developed an

innovative approach, and how such commitment by the entire laboratory ataff

made it work. It is also an ~xample of how a neW-method of transfer ia

disseminated through the FLC'-'network so: that a growing number of laboratories

may implement it more easily. _i.e-neY-Department OfD.9fEmse regulation on

technolo.gytrsnsfer specificall,supporta the development of'Technical

Volunteer Service ac td vi ties. __ )

Using: technical vOluntee~ toprovide·technioal:sssistance with leads and

help supplied-by the ORTAoffice aHows an intense level of service needed-cby

local'governments, school districts and other small community' organ~zations.•

54-2800~ 86 - 5
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while' minimizing anYBdverse,eff~ct on main mission efforts._ In.fact; it

provides increased job satisfaction and personal development experience for

the lab staff. Further, community contacts and visibility provided by,this

technica~ assistance (see appended news article) give still more credible

out reach for the overall program.

The remaining factor which stands out as needed stindividual labs' in. the

transfer of new products and processes to innovative companies is the ability

to negotiate, as part ~f the laboratory level interaction, the j?roviaion of an

exclusive position through'patent licensing. This is needed to protect the

company's investment in commercializing the product 8S well as forming a usual

and well understood basis for the venture.

~he fac~orsnot~d above appear to be the major ones which comprise the

ceete of anopti,mum,laborator,y; ,technology transfer program. Different

laboratories with diffe.rent,pultures w()Uld"eyolve diverse, but: effective

programs at different speeds even if all constraints were to be removed, and

effective prcgrams may de:v.e~op in 'spite of existing constraints.

Organizations, su~ as the Oak Ridge National Laboratory ~d' the OakRidge

Associate~ Universities. in. this region, have-developed,excellentprograms

which contin~~ to produce innovative approaches. The'growth of these leading

programs serve eenceete for others nationwide.t·hrough theFLC.

The Role of the Consortium in Effective ·Transfer

Now, aside from.the role of the FLCin collecting and sharing·the

experiences of individual laboratories, we can look at the demonstrated roles

of the FL,C, ,in ,facili tatin.g "the actual transfer of: ,technology; Here, the 'roles

of the FLC ar~l)~o pro~ide nationwide outreach.aDd establish institutional

relations on behalf of alL laboratories to promote "technology pu l L",
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2),:to establish's contact useful for clients in all parte of the country' end

refer them effiCiently to a, source of specific help, and 3) to supply training

snd,advice to. individuals and organizations, seeking tounderetand the:methoda

and mechanisms of technology transfer.

The individual laboratories, even those with,.large .and varied missions;

each have only a small portion of the technologicsl resources of the Federal

Government ,"'The nature. of, these, resources and how they can be uaed to solva

an immediate problem will remain unknownta,those who aregeogrephically

distant from them and who cannot invest the time to fathom the complexitiea' of

Federal organizations. The Federal Laboratory Consortium makes e8ch member

laboratory, a one-stop shopping center for its clients even if the technology

sought is outside the mission of the laboratory. Further, the FLCprovides a

"customer service" number for those who are not really near a" branch office"

(i.e. laboratory). This gives any potential c~ient in any part of the country

access to the broad soope of Federal technology, but still allows the

person-to-personinteraction needed to help define the nature Of, the problem

and determine realistic options. New applications represent innovations in
~

the organizations where they are made and those ad9pting the innovations need

people perceived as reliable and supportive to help them.

Representatives, of: laboratories active in the FLC across, the coUntry and

particularly those volunteers in key netwcrk functions, ,such as the-Regional

Coordinators, are a first point of contact to all of the almost 300

laboratories in the Consortium network. Referrals are usually made qUickly

with help as needed from Technical Specialists and the "older' hands" to

sources of technolOgy in the labs, many of which were preViously unknown'to the

client. As the traffic in the network increases, the FLC must seek to
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increase the" efficiency, ,of, its' referrals and the're' ere 'eftrong: indiciitions'that

e Iec t rcndc m.a1~. which should: be available "t'oall'-'member' Labo'ra tozde'a," wi'll

allow _,8 s,ignifican t_productivity ,1mprovement:in -the-network.

It should ,be noted for those in this region 'thatMr~ -Donald Jared'of'

ORNL,who eervee 8atheFLC-SouthesatRegion81 Coordinator; ,andNs. 'Tina

McKinley of ORAU, who .eer-vea ae a TechnioalSpecialist"in training "methods;

are particularly .knowl edgnbLe users of the network; .ee well as:'contributora,

and should be.vconedde red -valusble contacts for those seeking ·Federal

technology ~

Suggesti?pa for Improving 'Federal Technology Transfer

We, have looked at the role of the FLC in providing an understanding of

technology transfer to both-practitioners-andpolicy makers and at its role in
J/

facili.~~:ting the process nationwide. Now we' maydrsw_ Upon the insights

provided to d,evelopsuggestions for fmp r-overaen't;.. T-he esperaence or those

active in technology. ,transfer and the FLC~ lsrgely'volunteerswho continue to

share the pleasure and, frustration' of trying to make it work - i~dicates'the

follOWing as measures to gain more positive -results from'the investment'in
p

Federal R&D:

1) Make technolcgy -transfer an element in the performance evaluation of

every Federal manager ,of R&D, as well as the Directors, of-labora·tories~.

2) Provide visible Congressional interest'intechnology transfer: by

requiring pLenevand reports of results for each-laboratory and'research center;

3) Require at.~e~st one professional be assigned full~time to technology

transfer in each Laborabc ry with a $20 million or,greater'in-house,R&D

expenditure (age~ci~awi~h,muchsmallerresearch facilities should dedicate

staff on a regional or_ national basis).
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4), Allow for the expeditious negotiation of exclusive licenses' to

patents originating in Federal laboratories as part oC-th~_laboratory transfer

p roceae.,

5) Provide a leg-ialative, charter for the'Federal Laboratory- Consortium

specifiying its role in the radli tatuon and coordination of .bechnojcgy

transfer by the Federal laboratories and research een t er-e ,

I hop'e that these observations and suggestions from those of us'iriFLe

can make aome posi tive contribution to your .import8Il:t, et:;f,0r'ts to imp rove the

American economy.
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BYLAWS
OF THE FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM

FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

ARTICLE I. Name and purpose

Section L. ThenCime of this organization is the'.Federal Laboratory
Consortium for Technology Transfer,. hereinafter z-ef er r ed t;o. as-the Con
s or t.Lum, The Consortium is ani-nformal association of u.s. government
laborator-ies and research and- development (R&D) centers.

Section 2. The Consortium serves as a forum for the discussion of the
principles and practices 9£ technology transfer and provides a communica
tion network for the purposes of:

a) Facilitating the exchange of technical information, .the diverse
application of R&D results, and transfer of technology from the govern
ment laboratories toward the solution of existing problems and the avoid
ance of future problems in both the private. and pUblic sectors.

b) Encouraging the cqllection, compilation, and dissemination of
information on existing technologY,transfer techniques and methodologies
and experiences in their application.

c) Encouraging the development and implementation of technology'
transfer techniques and methodologies.

d) Providing a baseline of experience for assisting decision makers
in the development of· national policy for technology transfer.

ARTICLE II. Membership

Section 1. The ccnecrxtum shall be comprised of government agency
laboratories and R&D centers. These laboratories and . R&D centers are
member organizations, hereinafter referred to as Consortium Members. For
the purposes of the agreements emboidedinthese Bylaws, a government
laboratory or R&D center is defined as any organization supported primar~

ily by public funds with its work devoted to technology related activi
ties and 'locat~d anywhere in the world.

Section 2. Each Consortium Member shall appoint a specific person as a
point of contact and to represent that laboratory or center in the con
aortLum, These persons, ,hereafter,,!,ill be referred to as the nepcesen
tatives. Groups of laboratories or centers in::the same agency may have
the same person serve as Representative for the group.

Section 3. A .Laboeaecry , cenee r , or group of laboratories or ceneer s ,
may become a member upon their written request designating an individual
representative.. The request will be followed ,by. an acknowledgement and
acceptance by Consortium officials. It is highly desirable to have de
monstrated top level management support at the time of the request.

)
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Section 4. Laboratory or Center representatives are bound by the pro
visions of these Bylaws 'except- where those ,'provisions are counter to
specific policies of his/her 'parent' agency. In those cases, agency
policy takes precedence.

ARTICLE III. Organization"

Section 1. Constituent regional subdivisions or regional Consortia
compr i.aedoof Members from the ge09raphicai region may be- formedwithirt
the National Consortium. Every two"years each recognized regionalC6n';'
sortium shall elect a coorddnecor and a vice-coordinator to represent the
member laboratories and centers of that respective region. The region
boundarieswilloe:defined as those'of the Federal Regional Council. One:
or more 'regions may be represented-by a single coordinator.

ARTICLE IV. Officials and Governing Body

Section L Officials

a) The Consortium shall have arr'<eLec t.ed-Cha Lnpe r aon , The- Chairper..;.·
son shall preside at all meetings of the Consortium and the Executive
Committee, defined in Section 2, Article IV, at which he/she, is present.
The Chairperson shall aasc t serve as -chief executive of 'the Consortium
and, as such, shall be responsible for 'directing consortium activities
and carrying out the policies and directives of the Executive Committee
and the Consortium'membership.

b) The Consortium shall also elect a Vice-Chairperson who shall
preside at all the meetings ofthe'Consortitilil and the 'Executive Committee
in the absence, -of the cnatrpececn, He/She shall assist the Chairperson
in carrying out thOse functions of the Chief executive as agreed by the
Chairperson and Executive Committee.

c) In the event the office of the Chairperson becomes vacant for
any reason, the Vice-Chair'personshall -fulfill all responsibilities of
the Chairperson's office (Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson). The Execu
tiveCommittee wi-ll' appoint an - acting Vice-Chairperson to sei::veuntil
such "time as the fiJll -Consortium has met for the purpose of electing a
new Chairperson.

d) _Officers may only be removed during their normaj, term of office
by a two-thirds vote of all the Consortium representatives.

e) The Consortium shal:' have an ExecutiVe Secretary, appointed by
and serving at the discretion "of the Executive Committee. The Executive
secretary shall' -be responsible for the day..;.t6-day administration of' the
Consortium. He/She shall report directly to '-the Chairperson and shall
assist the Chairperson in the performance of hiS/her duties. Further,
the Executive Secretary shall serve as Secretary of both the Consortium
and the ,Executive Committee. As $uch,he/sheshall keep minutes of all
meetings, maintain other needed recordS'and prepare reports of Consortium
activities- as required by the-Executive Committee.
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f) An Executiv~ Secretariat hereinafter called the Secretar-
iat, may be established by the EXecutive Committee with support funds
supplied by a sponsoring agency or agencies. This. Secretariat shall
operate under the direction of the Executive Secretary to assist him/her

,in carryingout~hedutiesspecifiedinSectionl(e) above.

g) A representative of the agency which is the principle sponsor of
the Consortium Secretariat shall be a member of the Executive COmmit~,ee

though he/she may not be a Representative of the Consortium as ~efined in
Article II above.

Section 2. Governing BOdy

a) The governing body 6f the Consortium shall be the Execu~ive Com
mittee which shall consist of the Consortium Chairperson, vtce-cna trpec-.
son, a representative from the principle spon~oringagency,tpecoordina~

tors of the 'six (6) Regional Consortia, the Technical Specialty Coordina~

tor and seven (7) at"'large representatives to a tot.al.of seventeen (17)
members. The past Program Managers of the sponsoring' agency, the past
Chairpersons and the past Regional Coordinators will serve on the Execu
tiveCommittee as non-voting members.

b) Executive Committee members .shall serve until their successors
are elected or appointed. The Executive Committee shall make appoint~

ments to fill vacancies on the Committee subject to, the approval, of the
majority'of th~ Consortium Representatives at the ~ollowing regular meet
ing.Notificatiol). of the required approval will.be included with the
meeting: announcement.

.. A -quorum Of, the Executive Committee shall consist of nine (9)
voting Representatives which 'may include the Consortium Chairperson and
therepresentat-ive fr::om the' sponsoring agency. -

d) The ExecutiveCOIllllIittee shall, in general, make policy for the
Consortium on the caef.e of issues 'br::ought, befor::e the Committee. These
policy decisions may,.however, be r::eferredto a vote of the full. body ,of
the Consortium~Repre~~ntativesat the next meeting bya majority, vote,of
the Executive Committee on, a.-.motion made and, seconded .by any .Executive
Committee members.

ARTICLE V•. Nomination and Election

secnton 1. .Tl1e Consortium Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, the Technical
Specialty :Coordina·tor:: and seven (7) at-large member::s ofthe;Executive
Committee sballbe elected for a ter::m of two (2) year::s. Elections will
be:held at the annual fall or::ganiZational meeting. The 'Chairper::son, and'
vtce-cbadrpesson shall be efeceed- in, even .numbez-ed year s , The. TeCl1nical
Specialty Coordinator:: and seven (7) at-large member::s of the Executive
Committee shall be, elected, in odd nUltlb~red year-a, ,The term of ,eachoffi~

cial will. begin at the first of the year:: following the'fallorganization~

al meeting 'at, which he/she is elected.
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Section 2. ,' .. Nominations shall. be made at least -,.sixtY,days .before the
falL organization,al meetin~ by -a ,nominating committee of three (3) Con
sortiumRepresentatives appointed'by the incumbentC~airperson. Nomina
tions may also be made from the floor by a Consortium Rep~esentative.

Section 3. Election of the Chairpeb:ion, -Vice-Chairp'e'rson, the Techni
~al Specialty Coordinator and theat-!arge Executi.ve C,ommittee members
shall"be by a simple majority of theConso.rtium".Representatives present
and: voting. In case of a tie, the incumbent Chairperson shall cast the
decIding ballot.

ARTICLE VI. Advisory COf!lm,ittee

S~ctionl.The~visory_committee~hall ~on~i~t ?fsixt~en ~$er ~epre

sentatives. Thec~~~osition of ~his membership shall incl~de but no; be
limited to~ state ~nd local gover~ment;a~a~emici and ind~strial repr~~
sentatives'; Th~ ,Advisory Conunittee ~hall advise the Executive Committee
and provide thecEXecutive C?~ittee wit~user community views and sugges
tions 'related t,o the operati~n of the Consortium-.

Section 2. Committee member's shall- be :apPd~nte~<bY the Exec~~ive COm
mittee. Qualification for candidate members of the Advisory Committee
shallbe established by the Executive C<>Inmittee_ and may be'.;r~IlI time-to
t!m~, revised by tne Exe9ut'ive comrnii;:tee to ,respond to changing ,require-:
m~nt:S.:

sele~tionpr0gess 'of the C~mmi~tee officials
the committee iIlembership with,_t:he ;;o'ncu~rence of

-'ARTICL~ VII: MeetihgJ;;

S~ctt'on 1. , The co~s6~ti~m <shall 'h61d atle'a~t twb'-:'nati6rial_~_'-ii\l~eiin<3's
duri"ngthe calendaJ: Y,ear."At least one 'of th7,se_jha~1 pr~vide- for the
conduct of the organizational business of the·Co~s~ttium.

Section 2--;. -" The organizational me_e~_in9'_ shall, be .-held between 31 August
and 30 December of each -year. -, , ' ,

s~cti<?n3. " T~eCon~'ottium "Repre,serit~tive's", shali- b~:_ giveh, _at le~st, ~;_dt.
weeks no~,~pein wr~~_~_ng of, the time, "~lace and the SCheduled busine_ss,to
be donsidered a~ t~e' semi-annual _m,eetings:, " "..

se(:ti'(),f(:4 .. '--' spe-cial"_~-~eririg'smay,:b~caile:d,by-:petit.ion of ori~-h,:ilf":()~
1:he:memhe5shlPi ,'to COl)dUC~ _.c~ris"o~t+uni·business, provided the notice meets
~herE!quirements established",in, Section 3 above; ''" --" " '

(\:.,
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. Sectionl5. .The quorum for the -nationaLmeetings sballconsist of .the
s,bnp,le'majodty of :Repres.enfai;iv$s· In: attendance . exclusive of ,Executive,
Committee members.

. ARTICLE VIII~ AJnendments

Section 1.
manner:

Amendments to the Bylaws may be made in the fpllowing

a) Amendments may be proposed"by the Executive Committee. Such
proposed amendments must .be submitted to bhec Representatives with the
announcement in accordance with Article VII, Section 3, of these Bylaws.
such proposed amertdments~~aybe adop~ed bya simple majority vote of :the
Representatives. present, at" the, _.regular annual.,bllsinE!ss meeting.

b) Amendments may be proposed by a simple majority vote of the
Representatives present at any regular or special meeting. Such proposed
amendments may then be adopted bya s Imp.La Iilaj:brity vcee.ocr. Representa";';
tives present at -the, succeeding reg!Jlar~meeting; providing that,'the:an.,.
nounqement'requirementsof Article VII"Section 3 are met.

Adopted: 16 May, 1978
.'Last Revised: 9 May ,-1985
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Lanham' for your testimo
ny. At this time I ani going to turn the,Chair oyer to my colle_~:e,
Mr. Walgren. We will rotate the Chair for the next hour because,
since we are running behind schedule, we are not anticipating a
lunch break. The hearings are good and 'we do want to fmish and
give all of our witnesses ample time.

Thank you. Mr. Walgtim,'
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Let me recognize, Mr. Morrison. ..•.
.Mr, MORRISON, Thank you., Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Clarks, I am impressed withths farsighted Space Act. They

obviously, Ithin.k, put NASA out in front" by creating all infrll
structure which led to a very real outreach program. I think you
are to becomllleI\de,d for following through on.that. ,'" '" ' ,
, I get the impression they not only setup the network and spent

some money up front, .but they established, their own chamber of
commerce. You have done a good job in advancing andbeingable
to put actual numbers to the technology transfer that has taken
place. " " ",' ,

Do you have, any plans within that framework for strengthening
any particular part of the program that, now, in retrospect you see
you would modify from the experience you have had after 20
years?

Mr. CLARKS. Yes, sir. I must say, I have recently taken over as
director of technology utilization. I am now about 3 months on the
job. But two things I did recognize in coming in.

I didn't get a chance to attend the hearings on Stevenson-Wydler
and on a number of issues regarding patents. What became pretty
obvious to me, however, in taking a look at the question of revital
ization and productivity in this country, is the fact that there is
probably an enormous amount of money going into research and
development. A lot of innovations that come are from that. But,
nonetheless, those innovations, you know, sit somewhere on some
body's shelf.

We have viewed the FLC, if in fact it gets a mandate or gets-or
whatever the case might be-as a viable instrument to carryon
and disseminate a lot of the technologies that are developed in
other laboratories, although we currently have a system in NASA.
But we looked at that involvement as being one wherein NASA
probably could get more involved in. We participated with FLC ac
tivities. We have our own order system. We have our offices in
each laboratory. But what we probably see is a situation wherein
the interface between the NASA Technology Utilization Program
and that which would in fact be carried out by the FLC could be
strengthened. So, one of the major objectives is to get more in
volved with the activities of the FLC and see whether we can bring
this as a national initiative in terms of technology transfer as one
being parochial in the sense that NASA has a program as opposed
to DOE, and so forth. I think there are more linkages that need to
be established there.

The other thing being, which I think should require some empha
sis, is really working with the State and local.governments. Now,
we try to do a pretty good job with our industrial applications cen
ters because most of those are connected to universities. The uni-
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versities then are connected to the small SBDC's, and so forth, that
get. upon the local scale of helping small businesses and so forth.
However, we think that if in fact we can make our industrial appli
cations centers more accessible to a small business guy, to those
small businesses, say, in remote areas, if in fact we. can create a
direct linkage either through, say, the FLC or directly ..into thein
dustrial applications center.

So, those are basically two major initiatives, as I see, that we are
going to approach to see whether or not we can contribute more to

. that whole technology process.
Mr. MQRRISON. The feeling on greater coordination with State

and local governments would be that they have their own mecha
nisms set up for transfer, that is commerce and economic develop
ment committees, commissions, that sort of thing?

Mr. CLARKS. Yes. You know, NASA, for example, has taken a
look at the fact that a lot of the State and local governments have,
in effect, been given the onus for their own local economic develop
ment. You see a transition more from the Federal to the State
level. We think that through one system, for example, the remote
interactive system that we have, wherein if. a small business or
through SBC, if in fact there is a problem with a small company, .a
concrete guy says, look, I have a problem, my mixture is not solidi
fying, he can be able to tie in through his system directly intoour
industrial applications center, who, in fact then could tie in direct
ly to, say, our science laboratory of some sort, and have a linkage
wherein we can put the small guy someplace, in some State and
local level, directly in touch with our center, through our industri
al applications center. So that means that they are going to have
to, you know, develop and facilitate that technology transfer
through having adequate equipment.

But the idea is to strengthen local programs, and we are going to
try to work with them to see how that can be done.

Mr. MORRISON. Thank you. .
Mr. Walgren, I would like to mention to you so the record will

show that my service on the Agriculture Committee has some in
teresting parallels with what we've just heard, and that is agricul
ture a 100 years ago established an Extension Service so that. the
things that came out from the ivory towers of academia somehow
got out onto America's farms.

And 1 sense that in a very high technology way we are sort of
struggling now with the variety of institutions we have created to
bring these same programs to the front. And 1 am pleased with
particularly the report from NASA, since they seem to have this
built in initially as an obligation.

My time is up. 1 just want to mention to Mr. Lanham that 1
think your list of suggestions should be taken by the committee's
jurisdiction and included to the extent possible. For improvements,
you have, like NASA, your own network. Yours has been done vol
untarily as opposed to through the farsighted approach of someone,
And I trust since you represent. all of the laboratories, that you
would concur with OJ.". Drucker's point that each one is different, in
fact needs a different approach, and, therefore, flexibility must be a
part of the program. .
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Mr. LANHAM: Yes. This is the key, because the different cultures
of the laboratories, an~ I think Dr. Drucker made the point very
well,<because of the differences in emphasis from research which
needs extensive Iadaptation, or to en/pneering development, which
may bedirected largely. toward the mission of the Agency, and
then the different typ~ of adaptation requires that different types
of transfer methods be !employed. .

So,.flexibility is one of the keys, I think, to getting this done. You
mainly want to make the people in the laboratories responsible and'
empower and encourage their participation in the network alld
give them the productivity tools that they need to reach out and to
exchange information because the exchange of information is criti
caL.'!"

Mr. MORRISON. Thank you: .
Thank you; Mr. Chairman. '.

.Mr, WALGREN, Thankyou-Mr. Morrison. .
You emphasized, M~. Lanham, that it is harder and harder to

make any real assessments of the value of this effort when you
talk about the real value lying not in the individual things that
you can isolate, but ra'ther-l forget .how your testimony put it__
but. on these ranges .of tIlifferent kinds .0.f c.ontacts. How did. you pu.t
it? .

Mr. LANHAM. I would like to separate the assessment of the tech
nology, that is to say,people in the laboratory with a limited
knowledge of potentia] applications, maybe as all of us. having a
rather foggy crystal ball as to what the things might be used for
on that issue I am saying separate that assessment process and the
assessment of the effectiveness of the program.

I think that the assessments have a place, that you need to look
for what you can use the technology for, because if you have some
thing fairly obvious, then you should got.ell those people who
might use it, but you rhainly want to put more. effort than. is cur
rently done, I think, into encouraging people to come in and ask
questions and pose problems and discuss with you what kinds of
needs they have in the real world that you may not have guessed
they had, in order to g~t more technology out more effectively.

Now, that is one term of assessment. Now, you are also talking
about assessing the effllcti"eness of a program, which is different.
And I think, although you are going to have a lot of'loose edges, as
you will with any kind of research and development effort, any
type of creative or innovative effort is very hard to assess.

And we might suggest something like peer review as a means
which has been used for assessing the effectiveness of R&D itself,
that that might be appropriate to assessing the. effectiveness of pro-
gra'Ils and technology tranSfer. .

But I want to make the separation between assessment of the
technology and assessment of the effectiveness of the program.

Mr. WALGREN. But you're saying that it-or you indicate that it
is going to be even hatde.r to assess thevalue of the-maybe I'm
not making a distinction'__the value of the technology? As you say,
we should step away from the idea that there is a federally devel
oped technology to be transferred and see the '!lany kinds of tech
nical resources available, and that this approach would lead us to
understand, that many! small transfers of improvements in process

I
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oyer a period of time, may be more significant with respect to eco
nomic result than the major examples oftechnology transfer.

I guess what I am saying is ·that I hear you saying that it is
going to be harder and harder to really recognize the value in. this
area. And yet we are going to be asked to rely on it more and more
and put more of our focused effort into .lt, And one of the frustra
tions of Government is that nobody wants to be measured. People
want to have a license to do something 'but they don't want to have
an obligation to produce;

And! hear you saying, "Weare not going to be able to show you
too much of what we have got, but know that it is throughout the
matrix and the web of everything, and don't worry about it."

Mr. LANHAM. No, I disagree a little bit with that interpretation.
I'm simply saying that you cannot, up front, assess the technology
from inside a laboratory and come up with the major· value that
that might be on-you can in some cases, but, on a reliable basis,
that that is not-in other words, that the technology assessment
process up front, assess the technology; find out what you've got,
push it out there to those people that you identify thatniight use
it, that it may turn out that that is not the most-that you have
not transferred the majority Ofthe technology. .

That has nothing to do with your' ability to evaluate the pro
gram.

Mr. WALGREN-, I see, and you feel thl;lt you can do that,and
you-~

Mr. LANHAM. I think you can evaluate the program'----
Mr. WALGREN[continuing]. Can retrospectively look and appreci

ate what we have done?
Mr. LANHAM. I think you can evaluate the effectiveness of the

program by measuring after the fact of what you have. accom-
plished, . .

You have to look at it after the fact. You have to somewhat
make investments and steer the ship, so to speak, without knowing
at all times, but you will get feedback. What that is intended to
encourage, though, is making an investment in .an outreach to en
courage people to understand the effect of the potential value of
Federa:I technology to them and to come in and get it, because if
they look for it, they know what they are looking for.

Mr. WALGREN. Am I right in feeling that we are asked to relyon
relatively anecdotal retrospective assessments at this point in this.
area?

Mr. LA!'i"HAM. Across the broad-with few exceptions, NASA
being one of those exceptions and DOE rapidly following on, I
think, we are to. this point, because this is one of the difficulties
with not having a focus, if you will, for theFLC. There is-its vol
unteer organizations, its contributions on a case-by-case basis. We
are experimenting, for instance, with the use of electronic mail and
have found it very helpful; but we do not have a means right now
to get it used by the entire consortium network. And we don't have
a very unified means of rolling up the experience in terms of quan
titative data from the labs.

Mr. WALGREN. When you suggest specifying a role for the Feder
al-Laboratory Consortium, could you outline that very succinctly,
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as to what you would like to see that role and how it should be '
specified?

I gather you want a legislative charter setting~~
Mr. LA]',lHAM. Yes.
Mr. WALGREN [continuing]. Giving responsibility' to the FLC for,

certain things? ," ••'
l\1:r. LANHAM. For certain things. And that is-s-there is a concern

that, we would be creating a ,bureaucracYiyet another bureaucracy.
I think that our experience has shown that, that is not neceSsary,
that we want to.coordinate and facilitate .the interactions of this
distributed network which are created by the laboratories as an
adequate approach. " '.. .' " ,

I simply implied .by that that we do not want to have this organi
zation created and be told that it is responsible for transferring the
technology of the laboratories, because that is going to centralize
the effort. ..,. • , .' '

Mr. WALGREN.But it would seem that, if you are saying that you
would like to. be the coordinator, that you really should be able to
offer a disciplined measure of what the contribution of that organi- ,
zational role is. " ". . '. . '. '. ' ,', . ' '

Coordination is one of those words that nobody knows what hap
pens or doesn't happen, at least not directly. And, I guess what I
am looking for is, I would really wish 'that the Federal Laboratory
Consortium, in asking for that role, could come up and really em
phasize how we tell whether we are succeeding or not succeeding
and what led to the success. ,

Perhaps you could respond to that informally later on and we
could' go from there. I would like to underscore your point about
the full-time nature of the necessity and the idea that maybe you
make a regional, a full-time person. But my instincts are that if
you have somebody doing something part time, you can bet that
there will never be any way to J:J,leasure what they do in thatpart
of their time~ because, if it is difficult, they will go and do some
thing else. And they will use up .their tinie on some other project
that is perhaps more amenable torneasurement,

Mr. LANHAM. That is a verygoodpoint, which Idid not include
in that assessment of full time. I know from ,my personal full-time
involvement that it is. very important that yo" understand the
complexity of the system. A lot oftimes, people now working part
time or Vli'0rking without a very strong mandate from the labs have
not accrued data' simply because they don't want to take the time
to write down what they already did when three people are going
to have to be put off who are knocking on their door, asking ques
tions. And they feel that it is more important that they respond.

Mr. WALGREN. On behalf of the committee we want to thank you
for your participation in this and look forward to talking with you
as a resource with your various perspectives. We appreciate your
testimony today.

Let me call the-next witness. The next witness is Mr.C.H. Davis,
the manager of chemical operations for the National Fertilizer De
velopment-Center, Tennessee Valley Authority. WelCome to the
committee, Mr. Davis, and know that your written SUbmission will
be made part of, the record, without more-please feel. free to out
lineor emphasize those points that you feel really deserve to be un-
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derscored. We do appreciate your coming and' participating in this
process. '

STATEMENT OF C.H. DAVIS,ASSISTANT MANAGER OF AGRICUL
TURAL AND CHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL FERTILIZ
ER DEVELOPMENT C~NTER, TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Madam Chairman, Con-.
gres~man Morrison, ladies and gentlemen. ' .. .

I am from TVA's Office of Agricultural and Chemical Develop
ment. This is located in Muscle Shoals, AL. We .are also known as
the National Fertilizer Development Center because most of our
work involves fertilizer development. We are deeply engaged in ado,
vancing and transferring the technology of fertilizerdevelopment.

We want to express our appreciation for this opportunity to
briefly describe our technology transfer activities. We are very en
thused about our work and we are very proud of the technology
transfer accomplishments that our operation has.

Our fertilizer program is a national program. It combines agri
cultural and industrial research and involves a partnership of Fed
eral, State, and private sector organizations. The .American farmer
and the consumer are ultimate beneficiaries of our research, but
members of the fertilizer industry also benefit as they use these de
velopments to supply improved fertilizers to their customers.. We.
estimate that about three-fourths of the fertilizers made in the
United States are made with the aid of technology developed by
TVA.

I have attached a map here.that shows where plants are located
thatare using our developments..It looks like you've shot the map
of the United States.with a shotgun.

Our technology has helped to keep our food in plentiful supply
and reasonable in cost. The United States spends less as a percent
of disposable income on food than any other country in the world.
The wise use of fertilizers is helping each farmer to provide food,
and fiber for 76 people today, as compared with only 26 in 1960.

Fertilizer costs have increased at a much lower rate than costs of
other major agricultural inputs. We think our fertilizer research is
a major factor in maintaining the continuous stability and competi
tiveness of our fertilizer industry. We estimate that the benefit to
cost ratio of our program is more than $20 in benefits for each
dollar of program cost.

Our mission is very specific. It is to develop new and improved
fertilizer products and processes to lower their cost and improve
the effectiveness.

We accomplish this mission through a combination of basic and
exploratory research, applied research, development, and prototype
plant operations. New products are evaluated in laboratories,
greenhouses, and subsequently in actual field tests. Ultimately, we
transfer this technology to the end user, typically U.S. industry
firms. We use a multidisciplinary team approach that involves
chemists, chemical engineers, soil scientists, and economists.

New knowledge. about fertilizer materials and how they react in
the soil is used to create the new and improved fertilizers. Small
amounts of experimental products made in our research laborato-
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ries are first .evaluated in greenhouses. If these tests are successful,
processes for making the fertilizers are developed, tested, and re
fined in our pilot plants that produce quantities ranging from. a
few pounds to up to about 2 tons of products per hour.

Products from these small-scale production. plants are used in
field evaluations at Muscle Shoals, at cooperating university exper
iment stations, and on farms throughout the United States. Infor
mation from these evaluations is fed back to the NFDC. This re
sults in possible further research for product improvements and
usually involves a comparison of the new products with the stand
ard fertilizer materials. It may also involve studies of such related
factors as chemical reactions in the soils, losses of nutrients from
the soil system, and toxicity to seed or young plants. .

If a new product and associated processes perform well through
the pilot plant and field testing stages and the advantages remain
clear, commercial adoption may' occur without further demonstra
tion. However,problems often remain, or advantages need more
demonstration. If so, we may build a prototype plant at NFDC to
complete the' development and more convincingly illustrate the
benefits.

Information about the new process or product is communicated
to agriculturalleadersand to the fertilizer industry. Our staff
works closely with firms interested in adopting the new develop
ments. We encourage commercial production so farmers and con
sumers will benefit from this technology at the earliest time possi
ble.

The acceptance and transfer of new technology is emphasized as
much as the development-We accomplish this transfer through a
combination of demonstrations, sessions with industry trade asso
ciations, personal visitations, publications, and the use of all effec-
tive patent and licensing procedure. .

Demonstrations are conducted at out facilities in Muscle Shoals
and also at cooperating industry plants. Every 2 years we have a 2
day technology demonstration or open house at Muscle Shoals that
features operation of our new plants and related technical and eco
nomic discussions. Additionally, we periodically demonstrate the
individual processes for interested parties. Through our industry
demonstration program, a number of industry cooperators take our
new materials. and .use them in specified programs involving test.
production and marketing of the new or improved products.

We conduct technology transfer sessions in cooperation with in
dustry trade associations. These sessions are conducted at various
locations and key on a specific area of technology such as fluid fer
tilizers or production of ammonia from coal.

We operate with an open door policy that results in a steady
stream of technical visitors to see our operations and consult with
our staff on the specific areas of their interest. Typically, we have
about 1,500 technical visitors per year, and some of them stay for
several days. 'Whenever an organization adopts our technology, our
staff also visits the facilities of that firm, as necessary, to help
solve problems and optimize the operation.

We have a continual outflow of technical papers, indepth reports,
and publications in journals about our developments, Copies of
these are readily available to the public from our library.
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We use our patent and licensing procedures to .. ensure that our
technology is readily available to all producers; This stimulates
competition, resulting. in low-cost.supplies offertilizers for farmers.
Most important, it has ensured that inventions resulting from the
work at NFDC will be used to benefit all the people of the country.
We take patents on our new developments and issue nonexclusive,
royalty-free licenses to anyone. We presently hold 259 patents. We
have issued 672 licenses for use of our developments in 584 plants
owned by 395 companies in 39 States.

Although NFDC's fertilizer developments are available to every
one, their impactprobablyhas been greatest on the hundreds of
small businesses that comprise much of the fertilizer industry.
These. businesses have neither the training-nor the resources to
conduct research. Yet, they are among the most innovative and
most competitive in the industry. Small firms typically have been
the first to adopt new TVA. technology and we feel that. they are .
vital in the rapid transfer of benefits of new developments to farm
ers.

I would like to submit for the record this circular,which is also
attached, Z-135, which describes our technology transfer activities
more completely. Mr. Chairman. .

We would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Davis follows:]
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" PRESENTATION FOR CONGRESSIONAL HEARING

OAK RIDGE," TENNESSEE;' .JULY' 15. 1985.

ON-TE~HNOLOGYTRANSFER

Good afternoon. I arne.H. Davis,Assistant Manager 'of TVA's Office of

Agricultural and chemi~alDevelopme~t. I also am Director of the D~visiop

of·.ChemleaLDevel'opment-,-whieh'isone of the three diVisioDsthat compt-Lse

our office~ Si~c~'ourworkprimarilYinvolves- fertilizer development,- we

are also kl'iown as the, TVA National-FettiUzer"Development Ceriter or UFDC.

The NFDC is deeply engaged in advancing and transferring the technology of

fertUizer deve'lopinent. OUr offices, are located at Muscle sbcafs,

Alabama. I want to eXpress our apprec.iationfor th~s opportunity to

briefly describe how'wa obtain the-transfer of our,technology'and the

utilization of patents in this process.

OUr fertilizer program is a national program. It combines agricultural and

industrial research and involves a partnership of Federal, State, and

private sector'organizations. The American farmer and the consumer are

ultimate beneficiaries of our research, but members of the fertilizer

industry also will benefit as they use the developments to supply improved

fertilizers to their customers. Three-fourths of the fertilizers made in

the united States' are made' with the aid of technology developed by TVA.

The dots on this map show the locations of plants using our tec~~ology.

This technology has been one of the keys in America's increasingly

efficient and productive agriculture. It has helped keep food iri plentiful
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supply and" reasonable in.' cost. U;S';-food exPehditures' as 8 . percent of

disposable; incom~-'"Qr~ the:' lowest',l.t{'the"w·orld. The wise use of improved

fertilizers is helping E:la'cb'fsriner t.'6 p'~~vid'~ foedan'd"fiber for 76 p'eople

today. compared with- 26 people" in 1960. TVA' ferfiliz~rreseareh- is a maj'o~

faetor':'ln'maintaining the 'e"Cmdnued"stabnity and competltiveness of the

U.S;'"'ffar-t:.ilize'i- industry~

OUr mission is very spe'eiric> It 'is' "t.o develop new' or improved. fertili'zer

products and processes to lower the cost andlor improve the effectiveness."

We accomplish this mission thro1Jgh -.' a-ccimbttlatio~ -of basic and :~xp16r~t6~y

research; applied res~areh. development. and p~6toiypeplant ope~at~ons.

New prod.ucl:.~"-:ire" evaluated" in laborat~~H~s, greenhouses, aildsub"sequeiltly

in actual field tests. Ultimately, we tr~nsfer our technology'to the end

user, typically U.S. industry firms. We use a multidisciplinary team

approach involving chemists, chemical engineers, soil scientists, and

economists;

New knowledge about fertiliier materials and how they react in the soil is

used toereate'the new o~improvedfertilizers. Small amounts of

experimental products made in our research laboratories arefi~~t evaluated

in greenhouses. If those tests are successful, processes for making the

fertilizers are deveioped; tested,and refined in ou~ pilotpla~tsthat

produce quantities ranging from a few pounds to as much as a ton or two per

hour.
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productsfr,om;these.smal1~sealeprodu~tion plants are used in field

evaluations at KuscleShoals. at. cooperating un~versity.experiment

stabions,' and on farms throughout" the united States. Information from.

these evaluations'is fed back to the .llFDC', This rasuH'!!; in possible

further research. for .product -improvementS _and ..,usually involves a co~arison

of new. products ,with standard fertillzermaterials. It may also' involve

·studies of such factOrs as chemical reactions in soils, losses of nutrients

fr~ the soil system, and-potential toxicity to see4otyourtg p~ants.

;1£'8 new product and-associated processes perform well through the pilot

,plant and fiEild~testing ,sxages and advantages remain clear. commercial

adoption may,occur without further demonstration. But problems often

remain or advantages need more'demonstration. If so, ,we may build a

prototype plant, at NFDC to complete the development and more convincingly

illustrate the 'benefits.

Information about the new process or product is, communicated to

agriCUltural leaders and the fertilizer industry. OUr staff work closely

with firms interested in adopting thene~ developments; We encourage

commercial production so farmers ande~nsu~rswill benefit from'the

technology as soon as possible.

The acceptance and transfer of new teehnology is emphasized a~ much as.

development. We accomplish this:transfe~ through a combination of,

.~{
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demonstrations, sessions with industry trade associations,personal

visitationSi publications, and use of "an effective' patent'and licensing

procedure.

Demonstrations are conducted at our facilities iriHuscle Shoals and also at

cooperating industry plants. Every two years we have atwo~day technology

demonstration or open house at Huscle Shoals that 'features operation'of our

new plants and relatedtechnicaland~eonomic discussioris. Additionally,

we periodically demonstrate individual processes for iriterested'p~rties.

Through our industry demonstration program. a number of industry

cooperators take our new materials arid'use them in specified programs

involving test production and marketing of the new or improved products;

We conduct technology transfer sessions in cooperatIon with industry' trade

associations. These sessions are conducted atv~rious' locatioris'and k~y on

a specific area of technology such as fluid fertilii~r~ orproductiori of

ammonia from coal.

We" "operate with-' an open door policy thaf'results in' a steady stream of

technical visitors to- see o'ur" opel-ations and consult with' our staff on

specific areas of their interest. Typically, we have about 1500 technical

visitors 8- fear; -·'Whene"er an" organiZation adopts "our technology ~ our staff

also visits,: the facilities of that/fim as necessary 't"C) help"SOlve problems

and, optimize'operationi
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We have a continual outflow' of t,eeholeal, Pllpers; in-depth: reports, and,

publications in journals about our developments. Copies of these items ar~

readily available to the public from our library.

Wepse our patent ~ndlieenslngproceduresto ensure that our :technologyis

read~lyavai~8ble to a~l producers. This stimulates competition, resulting/

in low~cost:suppliesof fertilizers for-farmers. Kost __ important, it has

ensured that inventions resultinS,from-work.at the NFDC will be used to

benefit all people of the country. We take patents on our new developments

and issue non-exclusive, royalty~free licenses :to anyone. Wepresently

bold 25~ ,u.s. pate~ts. We have issued 672 licenses for use of our

developments 'in 584 ,plants owned by 395 ,companies in 39 states .

. Although "the NFDC' s fertilizer developments are available to everyone.

their impact probablY"h8.sbeen greate~t on the hundreds of small businesses

that comprisemuch>ofthe fertilizeriindustry. These businesses have

neither the training nor the resources to conduct research. Yet. they are

among the most innovative ·andmostC:ompetltive in the industry. Small

firms typically, have been among the first.to~dopt new,TVA,technologyand

_are vital··in,.the, rapid 'transfer" of benaUh. of, new ',developments , to farmers .

Lwould like to ~ubmit;for the record this paper Which covers our

technology transfer activityinorB' 'cm;npletely (TVA.Circular Z-135) . We

'would be pleased to answer: any questions you 'may have,;.bout,this

information.

"
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Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much for that testimony.
We will take the report also under advisement.
Mr. Morrison, this is more your area than mine.
Mr. MORRISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yes; this one I am fa

miliar with. In fact, I find that this is probably the ultimate tech
nological transfer in that they give it away, which, considering that
you are funded 40 percent, as I understand it from 'congressional
sources and the balance made up from thesales of some of your
products, that provides your funding.

I am a little surprised that the Tetmessee Valley Authority is
doing this, but I guess you got started first, took the challenge,and
you are doing this instead of some university. Could you give me a
little of the historical background on that?

Did they feel that you had a broader application, you had the
energy and the opportunities, and that is why you were given this
mandate? . .•...

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Morrison, the mandate is in the originalTYA
Act. The facilities at Muscle Shoals, the construction was started
prior to the formation ofthe TVA, a plant to produce nitrates for
munitions in World War I. Theconstruction wa~ begun along with
the facilities to produce power that. involves a steam generating
plant and initiation 'of construction of what is now Wilson Dam:
And the war ended about the time the construction was completed,
And these facilities were idle for a long time. But I think it was
visualized that the facilities eould be put to use for production of
fertilizers and, of course, not only nitrate fertilizers but alsophos
phate fertilizers. Infact, it Was more concerned about phosphate at
that-time. .. ". . .

Some. of these facilities were amenable to adjustment to the fur
naces to. phosphate production. I think it was recognized by the
Congress that TVA had capabilities that could be put to use to
assist the Nation in 'its. food production. Also, there were severe
problems in the valley with poverty and soil erosion and, of course,
certainly the lack of ability to 'maintain a viable agricultural
system. .

Mr. MORRISON: Yoursis certainly a record of success. 'And I com
mend you for it. And probably, as your brochure points out, itisa
significant factor in the ability of America not only to feed itself
but so much of the world.

I wonder, in conjunction with the rest of the hearing, that you
sense that you would benefit if you had greater access torsay, some
of the brain power and the talent that is available in some of the
national laboratories that could augment your work, ·your ownca-
pabilities that you have? . '.

Mr. DAVIS. I think there are ways that we could benefit certainly
indirectly. In terms of knowledge of fertilizer research and develop
ment, I think we have in-house the best and we are singularly in
volved in that activity. But certainly there are high technology
areas, like instrumentation, analyses, materials of construction,
that relate to our work that I think we could benefit from.

Mr. MORRISON. OK. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Morrison.
Yours is generally an open, nonexclusive patent process?
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Mr. DAVIS. Yes, Mr. Walgren, that is correct."
Mr. WALGREN. On the behalf Of thecoIIlmittee, let me t,haIlk you

very much for your testimony, and we appreciate your being a re-
source to the committee. .-

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you. ,
Mr. WALGREN. Let's at this point take a 5-minute break to give

the reporter an opportunity to rest a little, bit. But we don't want
to break too long because we do want to move through the balance
of the witnesses',We are going to sort, of be cycling Mr. Morrison
and Mrs. Lloyd and myself through the Chair here so that we can,
take care .of some other things in the process, We appreciate your
attention this morning and we will start again in about 5 minutes.

[Whereupon, at 12:36 p.m., the, hearing, was recessed, to recon
venef minutes later, at 12:41 p.m., the same day, Monday, July 15,
1985.] ,

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. MORRISON. The subcommittee hearings •will comeback to
order. Is Mr. Coyne available? There he is, a seasoned veteran, and
he didn't leave the room.

Joseph Coyne is the Manager of the Office of Scientific and Tech
nical Information from the Department of Energy.

Mr. Coyne, we are delighted to have you with us, with the usual
admonition, which you have heard many times, and that is that
your formal testimony will be made part of the record automatical
ly. We are looking forward to any form in which you wish your
presentation to take.

STATElI:lENT OF JOSEPH G. COYNE, MANAGER, OFFICE OF SCIEN
TIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION, DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY

Mr. COYNE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I was going to follow the course ofthe testimony that I believe

you, have in front of you, but 1 will try and pare it down in the
interest of time and to permit devotion to some questions' and, an
swers..

The one thing ithat I, wanted to emphasize here is that the De-.
partment of Energy-had in its enabling legislation of 1974 some
language that was quite specific to the business of the dissemina
tion of technical practical information, and to encourage dissemina
tion of that information relating to energy, so as to enlarge the
fund of such information and to provide that that free interchange
of ideas and criticisms, which is,essential to scientific and industrial
progress and fullunderstariding. '

I just would like to say that thatis a very essential element of'
the program that I am responsible for managing.

In addressing those issues of the oversight of the Department's
technicalInformation resulting from its R&D activity, the Depart
ment of Energy has decided to choose as its manager of this activi
ty the Office of .scientific and Technical Information, located here
in Oak Ridge. But I wanted to emphasize that ,we have DOE-wide
responsibility for the program.

,/'

.. J
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I have some background in the prepared statement that gives
you some. of the adventures I have beeninvolved in in recent years
with the Government, but I will leave those for the record.

Suffice it to say that there are several approaches to gain and
use access to the Department of Energy's R&D results that have
been implemented both within and outside the Department,

We. have heard this morning about the efforts that Toni Joseph
described and Mr. Constant. I would like to describe some of the
things we are doing that I believe and we in the Department, I
think, believe are very complementary but follow slightly different
tracks. . .. . .. ..

One of the first things we have chosen to do in the Department
of Energy is to establish a monitoring system to try and ensure
that the R&D that is contracted for that has technical information
deliverables actually arrives at a centralized point in the Depart
mentofEnergy..

We have heard earlier testimony talking about accountability.
We do have such a system. It is reasonably sophisticated. It links
the Department of Energy Procurement System with a Technical
Information ReportingSystem. And so we are reasonably confident
that what the Department contracts for actually arrives in a data
base here in Oak Ridge for subsequent use and reuse .by Depart
ment of Energy funded researchers as well as U.S. business and in-
dustry. .. .

The Department;. as you know, currently has an R&D budget of
around $5 billion. That is consumed by 70-some GOCO's. What is
less known is that there are about 6,000 other contractors around
that support 45,000 researchers in the DOE family. . ..

This results in two kinds of technical data being created, several
classes,· that that is published in technical report literature and
that that appears in the open literature, then setting aside the pat
ents applications and so on. The way that we have our system es
tablished permits us to acquire not only information on that litera
ture that appears openly, but that that appears in the technical
report literature. We store it in a rather sophisticated computer
ized activity and then categorize it. At the last part of my state
ment you will see a listing-s-the last page, as a matter of fact, of
some of the various categories that we push this information 'into
so that it can be easier to use by researchers within the country.

The data base .itself, because of our participation not only in De
partment of Energy research and development programs but our
interest in making available to DOE-funded researchers energy-re
lated work that goes on in other parts of the United States, and,
more importantly, in other parts of the world, is all incorporated
into the same data base so that weare adding some 800 projects a
day, valued anywhere from $50,000 to $300,000, just to give you a
framework of the value of the research that is going on.

Mr. MORRISON. Excuse me, file size, is that .number of entries;
pounds, pages? What is the unit?

Mr. CoYNE. File size is a description of a research project, a dis
creet research project.

Mr,MoRRISON. So, when .we talk about 1,757,000 research
projects-e-s-

Mr. COYNE [continuing]. Projects-e-s- .
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Mr . MORRISON [continuing]. Are ill. your data base? .
Mr. COYNE. That .we have a description of and either have a' full

text, whole information, or data base descriptions of that project, or
we-know where to,go get it.

So, by providing this system that flows that permits ourre
searchers to go, to the open Iiteratureand describe the work that
they are doing, that meets 'some ofthebasic needsof scientists and
engineers, in having. peer review oftheir. work. It-also serves, just
as impo~tantly, we believe, as another technology. transferrnecha
nism for the United States to consider. It is a part 'of a whole track
ing base<of technology transfer technical information. that has
worked very well, reasonably well in keeping the U.S. technologi-
cally advanced over other nations, I believe. "

The question of why do we work so hard to gather all of this in
formation into this data base within.the confines of Energy R&D
let me just try .and provide you a few examples. We have asked
that same question ourselves: Why are we doing this? Why are we
operating a centralized system within the Department of Energy as
opposed to a decentralized'system in other agencies? .

One of the reasons is that the other agencies, some of the other'
agencies that are conducting R&D aren't quite sure where the re
sults of'that work iS,how to get your-hands 011 it.: And another
reason is that within the confines of the energy' mission that we
have described within the DOE, we know pretty well what kinds of
information.needs these researchers have, we thought we did.

So we went out and conducted a study, we conducted several
studies, as a matter of fact,one of which has now been emulated by
the Department of Defense. But we wanted to find out if, indeed,
the researchers that are being funded by DOE, these 40,000, 45,000
researchers are actually using this information' resource that we
have created. . .: .

We found out, to our satisfaction, that they are, but, also to the
satisfaction of a lot of other people, because we .were looking for a
measurable, is it worthwhile?

We found out that the data base-and we have several studies
that. can ,be' made available, if you are' interested, for the record,
that describe precisely what those measurements are in ter¢s'of
dollar values, in terms of the amount of time researchers spend
using information and what value they get out of the information
that they use coming out of this data system.

Mr. MORRISON. We will include those in the record without objec-
tion.', ' , "

[The information is available in subcommittee files:]
Mr. COYNE. One of the second reasons that we wanted to follow

this approach is to make sure that the researchers have an oppor
tunity to know what was going on before they commissioned new
R&D expenditures. And, indeed, by way of example, the Depart
ment of Energy's FossilEnergy Program, at the program level, in
sists that their program managers come into these data bases, look
at them before they commission new research and development to
make sure that the new work is not ·tailored along the same path
unnecessarily that a previous track has takell or that, perhaps, ad'
vantage can be taken of work already-e-that has already been com
pletedto reduce costs..
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·We talkeda little bit about the value of tracking DOE~s funded
R&Ddeliverables.to make sure we get what we.paid for.
. 1. wanted to. also' .emphasize that we are receiving considerable

value in the work that we are receiving in from non-UiSiresearch.
And. I will talk a little bit moreaboutthat in a moment.

We've' had some' experiences in this .country . that when large
technology projects have. been discontinued, the research was not
properly. documented, captured, stored, so that if and when the
pendulum swung again or that same research could be used on
other work, it was not available. At least one example of that is
the' new space reactor work that was done inthe 1950's and 1960's
in which, in a recent effort to get SP'-100 up, we found that NASA,
Department of Defense, and the Department of Energy all had sig
nificant amounts of information relevant to the work. None of
them'had it adequately documented for use, reuse in this project.
And we really, quite frankly,hadto scramble in order to help get
this project going.

If we had spent an extra small bit of money at that time and
said the work has already been done, let's get it organized, it would
have been. ready to go today.

We have done that on the breeder reactor project. We have done
that. We are in the process of completing that with the DOE pro
gram offices, and. we can rest assured that if that technology is
useful in the future, it will be available for-rapidretrieval and use.

In addition, there are other ways.in. which this data file is avail
able for technology transfer. One of them includes an effort by the
people ,that are-working-orr the arms control business. It turns out
there is 'really not a. very good arms control data base, disarma
ment data base, around in .the United States. There has been little
continuity over the. years in terms of what we have been saying
and what technologies we are trying.to deal with. We are building
on the knowledge .that we have in our energy data base .to create
such a file for the people that are involved in that particular pro-
~am. .

So,generally speaking, any high priority national research effort
that begins again must depend on a good data base system and or
ganization, .

We think that the unique system that we have in DOEcontrib
utes greatly both to R&D transfer and to productivity in the R&D
process.

With regard to the Stevenson-Wydler Act, more specifically than
to our support of DOE researchers, we have done a number of
things. We do produce regularly the DOE patents available for li
censing in both products and services thatare available nation
wide. They receive .good.distribution; and so if there is an opportu
nity for transfer thereby looking at those documents,. it can occur.

We also have a program very similar to the NASA program
called Energygrams, in which we develop brief summaries of tech
nology that we .think is appropriate for. commercial transfer. We
have, quite frankly,depended on the work that NASA has done in
measuring the effectiveness of those technologies' brief programs,
My feeling has been that that is a studythat we don't need to con
duct if NASA has done it pretty well. We will trust the work that
their contractor did. And we feel the application is very similar.
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But at any rate in this program.we.have established and produced
over 1,000 of these Energygrams to date and they do. receive the
same kind of attention that you would hope that they would-.That
is, they go to professional societies, trade associations, and industri
al groups which we believe are helping transfer the knowledge that
is contained in those Energygrams around the country. In addition,
we use Department of Commerceas a marketing source.

We also serve as the central point for the technology-the appli
cation assessment records program. And, to date, we have complet
ed and put into the national distribution system some 500 of'these
particular records. And. the program is improving, I would say,
almost every week. '.' . '. • ...

I wanted to talk a Iittle bit more, in brief, about the foreign re;
search results that we feel are a vital part of our technology base
for several reasons. There is -an executive order that directs the
Secretary of Energy to acquire from any source possible, informa
tion from other countries on their progress in certain fields. such as
nuclear. One ofthe ways that the Secretary of Energy does that is
through our program with other countries, through our participa
tion in the International Atomic Energy Agency, and so on.

One of the significant things that we have felt in the Department
of Energy has been that reciprocity must be a basis for work that
we do with other countries. Until a few years ago, that was not
well explicated, that feeling; it is now. And as a result, we have re
cently entered into agreements-recently, I mean knowing the
length of time that these kinds of things take-have a protocol
with France, with The Netherlands, with four Nordic countries,
with the United Kingdom, with the Republic of Germany, and so
on, to bring in the results of their work to the Department of
Energy into other United States researchers.

One thing that I think I neglected to point out, Mr. Chairman,
was that through the commercial mechanisms that we use to trans
fer information outside of the Department of Energy to U.S. firms
is a very significant involvement in the commercial sector. We use
those people, and it results in almost immediate access to the infor
mation we produce both domestically and that we acquire from
other sources, to tens of thousands of U.S. firms in this country. So,
that is another what I believe to be very significant form of tech
nology transfer within the United States serving those people.

And the information is well used. The energy data base, as you
might expect, happens to be one of the best used in the United
States.

Another significant event that is occurring right now has been
and it goes along with this business of reciprocity-a statement of
this department, I believe, is that it is going to do more to try and
minimize the costs of research and development, conducting re
search and development, by working with other countries. It has
also been a recent recommendation of the Energy Research Adviso
ry Board. It turns out that the information policy that we have in
place, which calls for reciprocity of technical information in ex
change programs, fits very nicely with that direction. The Interna
tional Energy Agency has 21 members. Last week the ministers of
those countries met and agreed to establish a large centralized in-

\
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formation program that will help the researchers know what is
going on in that program.

A nicer thing about that is that the system probably will be lo
cated here in Oak Ridge, operated by OSDI. A nicer thing, yet, is
that 1 think, we think that on the best estimates we have, that
there are some 1 billion dollars' worth of'<research going on in
those countries that we do not now have quick access to and that
our management and .the establishment of this data base will give
us at least a first shot at that information, and, maybe, that is all
we can hope for in the world today.

In summary then, I think, as youcari see from what I've said, on
the line that we have been following on the. information transfer
side in the business that I'm in, we have been pretty diligent for
some years now in trying to create information bases that will be
valuable notonly to the DOE researchers but to V.S. firms and to
encourage reciprocity with our non-U'S. participants, again, which,
I say is quite a change from several years ago.. And it gives us the
balance, I hope, that we needed in setting the pace for informations
programs in the future. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr..Coyne follows:] .

'Ti
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